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Preface
This master thesis is the final product of the Master Spatial Planning at the Radboud University in
Nijmegen. Within the dual mode, I did my internship at Sweco Nederland, an internationally oriented
consultancy firm. Next to writing my master thesis, I also got the opportunity to work on interesting
projects within the spatial planning field. These activities have increased my knowledge of the field
and helped me to formulate my interests.
First, I would like to thank Ary Samsura for his involvement during the research process. His valuable
feedback and suggestions improved the content of this report as well as the structure significantly.
Furthermore, I would like to thank Lourens Hogenbirk and Rob Stijnen for supervising and guiding me
during the internship and the research process. Their critical feedback formed a counterpart of the
scientific way of thinking, which was really valuable due to your different perspectives on a more
practical level. During my internship, I also worked with a lot of different people of different
backgrounds. I would like to thank them all for collaborating and for sharing their knowledge. Last, I
would like to thank all participants in the study for sharing their expertise and knowledge about
housing development and their critical view on the mid-rent housing segment in the municipality of
Utrecht.
As the internship was very pleasant and very informative, I have also learned how to deal with
unexpected and unforeseen situations. For my interview with Frans Schilder, I had to travel to Den
Haag with a stopover in Utrecht. During my trip to Utrecht, however, the platform for my transfer to
Den Haag had changed due to several delays. Unfortunately, I did not mention the change in my
journey, so during the arrival in Utrecht I hurried to the opposite side of the platform when I arrived,
in order to catch the train to Den Haag. After I got on the train, which happened approximately five
seconds later, the doors of the train closed immediately. During the departure, I noticed that I was
the only person on the train. The billboards on the station showed ‘do not board’, which meant that I
was travelling to an unknown destination. In the meantime, I had to inform Frans about the ‘bad
news’ and I had to reschedule our appointment. After 30 minutes of travelling, I arrived on an empty
platform at the Amsterdam Central Station. After approximately 20 minutes of walking around in an
empty train, a conductor showed up on the platform which finally released me from the train. In the
end all ended well, my appointment with Frans could fortunately be shifted to another moment that
day and we could laugh about the occurrence.
With kind regards,
Bartek Szmit
Nijmegen, 27 September 2019
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Summary
The Dutch government regulates and controls the social housing segment and the owner-occupied
housing segment by financial subsidies and fiscal benefits (Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2015). For
many years, social and owner-occupied housing have been preferred dwellings for home seekers.
Therefore, the housing development had focused on those two segments. Since the economic crisis,
however, in which housing development had decreased, the circumstances on the Dutch housing
market have changed. It has become overheated with characteristics such as: issues with availability
and affordability of housing (Vlak et al., 2017). Next to the shortage of housing and the increasing
housing prices, the national regulation for the social housing segment and owner-occupied segment
have changed, resulting in more demand for mid-rent dwellings. Due to increasing demand, market
actors are more interested in the development of mid-rent dwellings. However, the development
process is complex and market actors experience several problems which hinder the housing
development process of mid-rent segment. Therefore, the following research question is used in this
study:
Which factors determine institutional investors’, developers’ and municipal locational choice for the
development of mid-rent dwellings and how can this knowledge result into policy for mid-rent
housing while taking into account the experienced barriers and opportunities?
In this study, a qualitative research design is used with the single case study as the research strategy.
The choice for the case study enables an in-depth study on the municipality of Utrecht. In the study,
three main market actors are used as participants; municipality of Utrecht, developers and
institutional investors. According to Adams and Tiesdell (2013), the housing development process is
socially constructed; therefore the choice is made to interview these market actors in housing
development process. Within the qualitative research, semi-structured interviews are used as
instrument to collect primary data. These interviews were structured by the use of interview guides.
Furthermore, data triangulation has been deployed, which is a characteristic of the case study
strategy (Saunders et al., 2009), which increases the validity and enables a better understanding of
the context and the processes (Vennix, 2011). In this study, literature on the housing market, the
market actors in housing development and the locational factors are used, as well as several policy
documents to review the context of the municipality of Utrecht. Last, the primary qualitative data is
recorded, transcribed and analysed in ATLAS.ti. The analysis had been structured by the use of a code
book.
The respondents experienced several barriers and opportunities in the housing development
process. Concerning the first aspect in the study, location choice, market actors seem to experience
the land price and the ability to establish locations for development of mid-rent dwellings in land-use
plans as main barriers. Regarding the second aspect, the collaboration process, market actors
emphasized the different cultures among private and public organizations. Transparency has been
seen as an issue, for example, due to the not transparent character of the real estate industry. Also,
mutual trust seems to be experienced as a barrier in the collaboration process in the municipality of
Utrecht. Interviewed market actors emphasized the need of mutual understanding and share of each
other’s knowledge to improve the collaboration process. The last mentioned factor by the
respondents is the municipality aims for too many ambitions in projects, which seems to be
problematic in the housing development process of mid-rent dwellings. The last aspect in this study
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is that the short-term focus of ‘college van burgemeester en wethouders’ seems to be seen as
problematic for the long-term duration of spatial developments. According to the respondents in the
study, the short-term focus counteracts the long-term duration of spatial developments. Also,
market actors seem to understand the introduction of the policy for mid-rent dwellings in the
municipality of Utrecht. However, the housing policy seems to the financial feasibility of mid-rent
housing projects.
In the classical location theory, the land price has been seen as an important factor for locational
choice (Atzema et al., 2012). In the current study, the land price seems to also play an important role
in the locational choice. Although the land value has been calculated residually, the competition on
the land market results in increase in land prices. Due to the high land prices, some respondents
prefer cheaper locations near the city center instead of within the center to keep the dwellings
affordable for the inhabitants of mid-rent dwellings (Atzema, 2012). Furthermore, several studies
support the respondents’ statements that the municipal four years focus should be more linked to
the long-term duration of spatial developments (Deloitte, 2017; Kes et al., 2019). In the collaboration
process, several barriers are discussed which seem to be experienced in the municipality of Utrecht.
Furthermore, although the planning paradigm has changed from an integral approach to a more
facilitating approach (Buitelaar & Bregman, 2016), the study of Deloitte (2017) states that market
actors’ perceptions on each other in the housing development process seem not to have changed
during the years.
An important aspect in the literature is the model of DiPasquale and Wheaton on the housing market
(Eskinasi, 2011). The model assumes that housing development takes place cyclically. The current
study, however, shows that housing development in the municipality of Utrecht occurs anti-cyclically.
The national Spatial Planning Act contributes to the anti-cyclical character as well as the municipal
housing policy for the mid-rent housing segment. Moreover, the model of DiPasquale and Wheaton
assumes that there is an interrelation between the property market and the land market (Eskinasi,
2011). Due to an increase in demand for housing, market actors start to actively acquire land for
housing development. However, in practice market actors acquire land strategically in order to
develop housing or to make profit from the value increase of the land. Also, the relation between the
land market and the construction market in the municipality of Utrecht does not correspond to the
model of DiPasquale and Wheaton. The land-use plan procedures, the procedures for the building
permits and the financial regulation of social and owner-occupied housing segments (Buitelaar & van
Schie, 2018) affect the relation between the property-, land- and the construction market.
From the discussion part, several recommendations for the praxis are formulated. The first
recommendation includes the municipal mandate of four years in relation to the long-term duration
of spatial developments. The municipal mandate should, according to the respondents, correspond
to each other in housing development. The second recommendation regards the current spatial
planning system in which land ownership, possession of land, is required to have a strong position in
negotiations with the municipality. It seems that the current system contributes to a strategic
collaboration process, which seems not to be transparent. The last recommendation in this study
regards the transparency and the sharing of each other’s knowledge in housing development
process. Sharing of knowledge could increase the municipal knowledge of the market circumstances
and the insight in financial consequences of housing policy for mid-rent dwellings on spatial
developments.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Research problem statement

The Dutch housing market increasingly receives attention in the newspapers. Articles about the
market developments are published frequently, for example with titles such as ‘House prices dropped
for the first time in three years’ (NRC, 11 April 2019), ‘Rush on the housing market, dwellings have
never been for sale that shortly’ (RTLZ, 25 July 2019) and ‘More housing development seems
impossible’ (Trappenburg, Financieel Dagblad, 07 August 2019). These articles represent the current
state of the Dutch housing market; an overheated market with problems of availability, affordability
and with a mismatch between the demand and the supply of housing in all segments.
Since the introduction of the Dutch Housing Act in 1902, the national housing policy has been
focussed on improving the position of low-income groups by providing access to affordable (social)
rented housing by price ceilings and rent grants. The national housing policy also focused on
increasing the owner-occupied housing through fiscal benefits such as tax deductions on mortgages
(Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2015). In addition to this, although there was regulation for the
allocation of social swellings, middle and higher income groups were able to enter the social housing
segment without any restrictions (Imandt, Rougoor & Hof, 2016). Due to the national policy
directions and the financial benefits of social- and owner-occupied housing, private rented housing
was unattractive for households and private market actors. As a result, there is currently a low share
of private rented housing on the Dutch housing market (figure 1) (Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2015).

Figure 1. Division in different housing segments divided into different owners (Vlak, van Middelkoop, Schilder &
Eskinasi, 2017, p.15).

Due to the side effects of the national housing policy, such as the decreased availability of social
dwellings for low-income groups, the national government has applied several reformations on the
housing market (Vlak, van Middelkoop, Schilder & Eskinasi, 2017). These reformations aim at
increasing the availability of social housing for low-income groups and decreasing the skewed
income-to-rent ratio in the social housing segment. The reformations also aim at increasing the level
playing field for private market actors for development of affordable private rented housing
(Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2015).
Regarding the social housing segment, these reformations concern the implementation of stricter
income requirements for the allocation of social dwellings. Moreover, legislation has been created
for the annual increase of rental prices for inhabitants of social housing, who financially do not
belong in the social segment (Vlak et al., 2017). These measures for the social housing aim at
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preventing dishonest allocation of dwellings and stimulating the flow through to other housing
segments. Concerning the owner-occupied housing, financial organizations make use of stricter rules
for lending money such as stricter mortgage conditions, for example for home seekers without a
permanent contract (Boelhouwer, 2014). In addition, home seekers are only able to gain mortgage
on the market value of their dwelling. This means that the additional costs, for example the real
estate agent, must be paid on their own. The last reformation for owner-occupied housing is the
decreased fiscal benefit; the mortgage interest that could be deducted from the taxable income (Vlak
et al., 2017). These measures result in decreased availability of social housing and decreased
affordability of owner-occupied housing (Vlak et al., 2017).
Due to the changes in the social housing segment and the owner-occupied housing segment, the
middle-income group depends more on the segment in between social housing and owner-occupied
housing; the private mid-rent housing (Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2015). Mid-rent housing refers to
dwellings in the liberalized (private) rental sector which are owned by housing associations or private
lessors (Vlak et al., 2017). According to Schilder and Conijn (2017), mid-rent dwellings are dwellings
with a rental price between € 720,42 (price level 2019) and € 1.000. Although there is a high and
growing demand for mid-rent dwellings, there is a still a shortage of affordable and qualitative
private mid-rent housing (van Middelkoop & Schilder, 2017).
To develop more mid-rent dwellings, the Dutch government has initiated a national program called
‘Nationale Woonagenda 2018 - 2021’ (Rijksoverheid, 2018). The aim of this national program is to
expand the supply of mid-rent dwellings by increasing the capacity of the existing building plans and
accelerating the development of these building plans (Rijksoverheid, 2018). In the meantime, an
increasing number of households are interested in living in the mid-rent housing segment. Due to
this increasing demand for mid-rent dwellings, the mid-rent housing segment has become an
attractive business opportunity for investors (Capital Value, 2019; Vlak et al., 2017). For example,
institutional, private and international investors invested € 8.5 billion in the Dutch rented dwellings
in 2018, of which € 3.5 billion in newly built dwellings. For the coming years, investors are able to
invest € 20 billion in Dutch dwellings (Capital Value, 2019). Investors’ increased interest in the Dutch
housing market creates opportunities to increase the supply of mid-rent housing.
While there is a high number potential of investments in the mid-rent housing segment, there are
several factors which could result in an insufficient use of the potential investment capital. According
to Vereniging van Nederlandse Gemeenten (2017), these factors relate to municipalities steering role
and municipal housing policies. In their municipal housing policies, municipalities aim to set
requirements on the number private rented apartments to develop, the price of land, the surface of
dwellings, the annual rental price increase and the exploitation period (van Gijzel, 2018; VNG, 2017).
In addition, municipalities experience uncertainties and seem to distrust collaborating with investors.
On the other side, according to the research of Stec Groep (2017) on institutional investors’
preferences, institutional investors seem to experience high land prices as the main barrier for
development of private mid-rent housing.
Although there are some barriers in the development process of private rented housing, there is
willingness and openness from institutional investors to make agreements with municipalities on the
development of housing (Arts et al., 2017). To accelerate and to expand the development of mid-rent
dwellings, there is need for effective agreements between market actors. Therefore, research is
needed on the barriers and opportunities which municipalities, institutional investors and developers
-2-

experience during the housing development process. Insight in these barriers and opportunities
could improve the collaboration between these actors by examining their goals and interests in the
development process of mid-rent dwellings.
The degree to which the shortage of mid-rent housing plays a role depends on the characteristics of
the local housing market (Vlak et al., 2017). The municipality of Utrecht experiences issues with
affordability and availability within all housing segments (Gemeente Utrecht, 2015). Due to the
reformations of the national regulation of the housing market, the demand for mid-rent dwellings
increases. According to Gemeente Utrecht (2018d), Utrecht has a central location in the Netherlands,
which makes the municipality a popular place to live. The population of the city is expected to grow
until 2040. The current supply of mid-rent dwellings in the municipality is insufficient. To meet the
growing demand for mid-rent dwellings, the municipality of Utrecht aims at an annual increase of
500 up to 1.500 mid-rent dwellings (Gemeente Utrecht, 2017b). In order to increase the supply of
mid-rent dwellings, the municipality of Utrecht has developed a local housing policy for the mid-rent
segment in collaboration with market actors in housing development such as institutional investors
and developers (Gemeente Utrecht, 2017a; Sweco, 2018). The introduction of more regulatory rules
for the housing market has been seen as a paradoxical development, as regulation seems to have
disadvantageous effects on the functioning of the housing market (Conijn, 2018), which refers to the
discussion on the short-term versus long-term effects on the housing market. The introduction of the
housing policy for the mid-rent housing in the municipality of Utrecht in relation to the market
actors’ roles in housing development therefore creates an interesting case study.

1.2

Research aim and research questions

The research aim:
The aim of this research is to contribute to the development of mid-rent housing by gaining insights
into municipalities’, institutional investors’ and developers’ motives behind locational choices for
mid-rent housing and by exploring the experienced barriers and opportunities which occur during
development of mid-rent housing.
The main question:
Which factors determine institutional investors’, developers’ and municipal locational choice for the
development of mid-rent housing and how can this knowledge result into policy for mid-rent housing
while taking into account the experienced barriers and opportunities?
The main question is answered by the following sub-questions:
1.

To what extend do factors derived from the literature play a role in municipal, institutional
investors’ and developers’ locational choice for development of mid-rent housing in the
municipality of Utrecht?

2.

To what extend do the municipality of Utrecht, institutional investors and developers take
into account each other’s interests and goals in their mutual collaboration and what barriers
and opportunities do these actors deal with?

3.

What recommendations can be derived from the comparative analysis of market actors’
locational choice and experienced barriers and opportunities for the policy for the mid-rent
housing?
-3-

1.3

The relevance

1.3.1 Societal relevance
The research aim of this study is to contribute to the development of mid-rent dwellings in the
municipality of Utrecht. From this study, several aspects are outlined that are relevant for the
society. The first relevant aspect of this study regards market actors’ motives behind their locational
choices. More knowledge of locational choices could improve mutual understanding of each other’s
goals and interests in the development process, which could improve relationships and the
collaboration process among market actors in housing development (Arts et al., 2017; van Gijzel,
2018). In addition to this, improved collaboration among market actors could result in more
investments in mid-rent dwellings and therefore more supply of mid-rent dwellings (Capital Value,
2019). The result of more housing developments could lead to a more balanced housing market; a
smaller gap between the social housing segment and owner-occupied housing (Jonker-Verkaart &
Wassenberg, 2015). According to Eskinasi (2011), a more balanced housing market contributes also
to more balanced housing price levels, which increases the affordability of housing. Moreover,
increase in the affordability and availability of mid-rent dwellings results in less financial risks for
home seekers who cannot enter the social housing segment and who are left to owner-occupied
housing. These home seekers do not have to lend money in cases when they financially cannot afford
an owner-occupied dwelling (Vlak et al., 2017). On the other side, due to more supply of mid-rent
dwellings, the flow through between the social housing segment and mid-rent housing segment
could be increased. As a result of the flow through, the accessibility of social dwellings for lowincome groups could increase as well. All in all, mid-rent dwellings are the missing link between the
housing segments, increasing the supply of mid-rent dwellings could contribute to the aim of the
national reformations of the housing market (Vlak et al., 2017).

1.3.2 Scientific relevance
The focus on the development of mid-rent dwellings in the current study also has a scientific
relevance. From an international perspective, a well-functioning private rental segment, where midrent housing is part of, has increasingly gained attention (Schilder & Conijn, 2015; Haffner, Hoekstra,
Oxley & van der Heijden, 2009). Haffner et al. (2009) review the gap between the social and private
housing in six European countries by the use of several contextual factors such as the housing policy,
housing stock, rent control, tenant security and the property rights. Also in the Netherlands, the role
of the private housing segment has been controversial in relation to a well-functioning housing
market (Haffner et al., 2009; Conijn & Schilder, 2017; Vlak et al., 2017). Although housing
development has been a municipal responsibility, the national government has directly and indirectly
been regulating the Dutch housing market by rental policies, spatial planning regulations and other
direct and indirect (financial) subsidies (Haffner et al., 2009). The governmental interference on the
housing market has been justified by the claim that regulation reduces market imperfections; a free
market would create unpriced effects, referred to as externalities (Centraal Planbureau & Planbureau
voor de Leefomgeving, 2016). Governmental interventions seem to improve the efficiency of
property markets and to enhance the economic welfare. The controversial aspect is, however,
whether a regulation such as the policy for mid-rent housing in the municipality of Utrecht is able to
increase the supply of mid-rent dwellings (Nederlandse Vereniging van Makelaars en Taxateurs,
2018). In the existing literature, the collaboration between market actors in the development process
is an important aspect (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013). However, the collaboration process between
market actors in relation to the locational factors has not yet been examined. Therefore, this study
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contributes to the existing literature by reviewing the experienced barriers and opportunities in the
housing development process and market actors’ locational choice in relation to the policy
framework for mid-rent dwellings. More insight in these aspects could contribute to more effective
policy for mid-rent dwellings for municipalities which experience a shortage of mid-rent dwellings.

1.4

Research flow

Figure 2. Research flow (Own creation, 2019).

The research flow in figure 2 illustrates how this study is composed. Chapter 2 reviews literature on
the housing market, the market actors in housing development process and locational theories and
factors that play a role in locational choice. Chapter 3 discusses the methodological choices which are
deployed during all steps in this scientific study. Chapter 4 reviews the relevant case study
information to gain more contextual insight in the municipality of Utrecht. Chapter 5 discusses the
research results gained from the participants and reviews the results in the discussion part. In
chapter 6, the conclusion is formulated, as well as the recommendations for future praxis and further
research. The last chapter also contains the critical reflection on the research process and the
research results.
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2.

Literature review and theoretical framework

According to Adams and Tiesdell (2013), housing development is a process which shapes and
reshapes the built environment. Within the housing development process several phases are
followed, which are successively: initiative, development, realization, exploitation and management
of real estate. In the development process, functions, disciplines, market actors, interests and
financing are interconnected. This chapter reviews how housing markets function, how market actors
interrelate to each other in housing development process and which locational theories and factors
affects housing market actors’ locational choice.

2.1

Housing market

2.1.1 Functioning of markets
The first important aspect to understand the housing development process is the way housing
markets function. The way how housing markets function enables to understand market actors’ roles
and their interrelation to each other in the development process. Therefore, the model of DiPasquale
and Wheaton is used (figure 3), which theoretically explains how different sub-markets are
interrelated to each other and which factors affect the prices on these markets (Eskinasi, 2011).
According to Eskinasi (2011), there are three interacting sub-markets on the housing market: market
for living space (1), investment market (2) and the building and construction market (3). These submarkets together result in the adjustment of the demand and supply of housing, referred to as the
stock market (4).

Figure 3. Model of DiPasquale-Wheaton (Adjusted from DiPasquale & Wheaton, 1996 in Eskinasi, 2011, p.12).

1. Market for living space
The green line represents the property market, in which the demand of living space determines the
rental prices. The rental price depends on the stock (the current supply) and the price elasticity
(responsiveness of housing production to price changes). Also, the demographic factors such as the
population growth and the number of one-person or two-person households affect the demand for
living space (van Dam & Eskinasi, 2013). Furthermore, the rental price is determined by income,
willingness to move and residential preferences, such as the type of housing and locational aspects
(Eskinasi, 2011). All in all, growth in the demand for living space results in an increase in rental prices.
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2. Investment market
The blue line represents the investment market in which the value of real estate is determined on
behalf of the stock in the market for living space. Due to the increasing demand for living space in the
market for living space, the rental prices of dwellings increase. As a result of increased rental prices,
the value of real estate assets rises. Because the value of real estate assets is higher, market actors
become more interested in investing in real estate. Next to the increase in demand, the value of real
estate assets has been influenced by other factors. The first factor that affects the value is the
interest rate; decrease in interest rates result in increasing value of real estate assets (Eskinasi, 2011).
Also, the return on equity and the risk premium affect the value of assets (van Dam & Eskinasi, 2013).
The last factor that influences the value of real estate assets is the availability of credit possibilities,
for example restrictions in possibilities to lend money. All in all, higher rental prices lead to higher
value of real estate assets.
3. Building and construction market
The yellow line represents the building and construction market. Due to an increase in demand for
living space, the rental prices and the value of real estate assets increase. As a result, market actors
start to invest in real estate which leads to construction of, for example, mid-rent dwellings.
According to the model of DiPasquale and Wheaton, there is a linear relation between the value of
real estate assets and the construction of real estate. Factors that affect the construction are the
development costs and the land price. Theoretically, the construction starts when the development
costs are lower than the value of real estate. Furthermore, the land price has been calculated
residually; the revenue from a development minus the construction costs results in the land price
that can be paid for the land in order to keep the development financially feasible (van Dam &
Eskinasi, 2013).
4. Adjustment of the stock
The last market represents the stock market. In the stock market, due to changes in the market for
living space, the investment market and the building and construction market, the total quantity of
real estate assets changes. Factors that influence the quantity of assets are construction and
demolition (Eskinasi, 2011). Also, transformation of, for example, office space into housing affects
the quantity of dwellings (van Dam & Eskinasi, 2013). The black line in figure 3 illustrates the change
in the stock, as a result of changes in other sub-markets.
Development cycle
The theoretical model of DiPasquale and Wheaton in figure 3 illustrates important processes that
play a role in the functioning of housing market; the interplay between sub-markets (Eskinasi, 2011).
The model DiPasquale and Wheaton assumes a developmental cycle on housing markets; when the
demand for living space increases, housing prices rise which leads to increased investments in
dwellings or other type of real estate assets (Evers, Kooijman & van der Krabben, 2011). Increase in
investments leads to more construction and to more supply. The development of assets continues
until the value of real estate (as a consequence of the added supply) drops and becomes a less
lucrative business opportunity. As a result, market actors hold their investments in newly build assets
until the demand for real estate space exceeds the supply, in order to prevent risks such as vacancies
(Evers et al., 2011). When the demand rises again, market actors follow the development cycle and
invest in assets again. All in all, the model of DiPasquale and Wheaton enables to understand the way
housing markets function. However, the model shows a simplified representation of housing
markets.
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2.1.2 Failures of real estate markets
The model of DiPasquale and Wheaton represents an ideal situation on the market. In practice, there
are several reasons why markets do not show a developmental cycle, as the model of DiPasquale and
Wheaton assumes. In the study of Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving (PBL) and Amsterdam School of
Real Estate (ASRE), several explanations have been mentioned for why housing markets show in
practice the anti-cyclical character, instead of the cyclical character as what the theoretical model of
DiPasquale and Wheaton assumes (PBL & ASRE, 2013; Evers et al., 2011).
The anti-cyclical character of housing market in the praxis can be explained by characteristics of real
estate assets. According to Evers, Kooijman and van der Krabben (2011), every location of real estate
assets is unique as well as the characteristics of the property. For example, the size of assets, the
materials and the function of the property is unique for every property. These unique characteristics
in housing development are contrary to the model of DiPasquale and Wheaton, which assumes that
there is a uniform product on the market. Furthermore, another characteristic of real estate
properties is the long period for the development and construction, for example due to spatial
planning procedures (Evers et al., 2011). Therefore, an increase in investments does not immediately
increase the construction of real estate. The cyclical model of DiPasquale and Wheaton, however,
claims that sub-markets quickly respond to each other in times of increasing demand. Thus, the
cyclical model does not comply with the characteristics of real estate in reality. This literature seems
to be applicable to the housing development of mid-rent dwellings, because the increasing demand
for mid-rent dwellings in the municipality does not immediately result in more housing
developments.
Moreover, the characteristics of housing markets in general. The first reason relates to the relation
between the land market and the property market (Evers et al., 2011). According to Muñoz Gielen
and van der Krabben (2018), land ownership is a precondition to develop real estate. To ensure the
rights for future development of land, by changing the land-use and building possibilities, market
actors strategically acquire land. Acquiring land has therefore been a strategy to profit from the landvalue increase or from the sale of land against higher land value (Muñoz Gielen & van der Krabben,
2018). The model of DiPasquale and Wheaton claims, however, that that market actors acquire land
due to increase in demand for living space (Eskinasi, 2011). In practice, investment markets do not
necessarily react on the increase in demand for housing since market actors use land as an
investment opportunity. This aspect seems to be applicable to the municipality of Utrecht, because
market actors are able to strategically acquire land in the municipality in order to gain the land value
instead the development of mid-rent dwellings.
More arguments can be derived from literature, which explain why the markets do not operate
according to the cyclical model of DiPasquale and Wheaton. The theoretical model assumes that
market actors have access to all information about the housing market. In practice, however, market
actors, do not possess all recent information about the current market demands and the market real
estate values (PBL & ASRE, 2013). In addition, the cyclical model of DiPasquale and Wheaton assumes
that the housing market is a completely transparent market. Due to the high value of transactions of
real estate assets and the high transaction costs that are involved in transaction, the total number of
transactions of real estate assets is low. Therefore, the market information is limited which makes
the housing market less transparent (Evers et al., 2011). In the municipality of Utrecht, market actors
could strategically be not transparent in the housing development process, to strengthen their
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position in negotiations with other market actors. The accessibility of information for market actors
therefore seems to be more applicable and more relevant in this study than the accessibility of the
data about the number of transactions of real estate assets. Due to the fact that land-ownership
creates a strong position in housing development, a perfect competition with many demanders and
suppliers seems to be missing. It seems to be contrary to the model of DiPasquale and Wheaton
which assumes a perfect competition between market actors.
Moreover, the value of newly built real estate assets is determined on behalf of the existing stock
(Evers et al., 2011). Due to the shortage of housing and the increasing housing prices could affect the
affordability of housing (PBL & ASRE, 2013). Due to increasing housing prices, the model of
DiPasquale and Wheaton also assumes that market actors invest more in the development of
housing. As a result, market actors’ interest in investing in land and real estate increases (PBL &
ASRE, 2013). In practice, however, the interest rate plays an important role in the anti-cyclical
character of the housing markets. The high demand for mid-rent housing in the municipality of
Utrecht and the low interest rates seem to increase market actors’ interest in investing in mid-rent
dwellings.
The last factor that explains the anti-cyclical character of housing markets refers to the municipal
‘two-hat dilemma’. Municipalities can have a double role on the housing market which is the
responsibility for the development of housing and their activities on the land market by acquiring
land with financial interest. The societal goal could contradict their financial goal by being
simultaneously market controller and market actor ((PBL & ASRE; Evers et al., 2011). Municipalities
influence the real estate market and the land market (Evers et al., 2011). The ‘double-hat dilemma’
seems to be applicable to this study, as the municipality of Utrecht deploys both active and
facilitating land policy, which are discussed in paragraph 2.2.1.
Concluding this paragraph, several factors contribute to the dysfunction of the housing market,
referred to as the anti-cyclical character. The limited competition results in powerful positions of
some market actors. The non-transparent character of real estate prices and the speculative
acquisition of land influence housing development process. Also, public bodies influence the
development process by their double role as market controller and market actor (Evers et al., 2011).
The model of DiPasquale and Wheaton explains how different sub-markets relate to each other and
which factors affect market actors’ behaviour in these sub-markets. In order to understand market
actors’ roles and interests in housing development, the following paragraph elaborates on market
actors in housing development process.

2.2

Market actors in housing development

Adams and Tiesdell (2013, p.95) emphasize the role of market actors in the development process:
real estate markets are socially constructed networks of rules, conventions and relationships. The
development process is a complex interplay of market actors in which different goals and interests
are involved. To understand the complex interplay of market actors, this paragraph elaborates on
market actors’ roles, strategies, motives, interests and goals (Vlak et al., 2017). Information about
these aspects is relevant to understand and to explain market actors’ locational choices for the
development of mid-rent housing.
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Adams and Tiesdell (2013) emphasize the intensive social process of real estate development where
relations between people, based on trust and often nurtured over many years, determine the
development outcomes. Figure 4 shows market actors who are involved in the development process.
These market actors play a role on different levels in types of markets such as the real estate market,
the land market, the political market, the labour market and the materials market (Adams & Tiesdell,
2013). Examples of aspects that could affect the housing development process are: the political
conditions, the availability of human resources and the availability of materials. Although a lot of
actors are involved in the development process (figure 4), this research on the barriers and the
opportunities in the development process of mid-rent dwellings focusses in specific on the
municipality, the developers and the institutional investors. Therefore, the following paragraphs
discuss successively the literature on the municipality, the developers and institutional investors in
the housing development process.

Figure 4. Actors in the housing market (Translated from Beuzenberg, Lustenhouwer & Wassenberg, 2018, p.3).

2.2.1 Municipality
The municipality is the public market actor who is responsible for spatial developments in the
municipality. For example, the municipalities are responsible for the provision of public goods such
public infrastructure, public space such as parks, educational facilities and the provision of housing
(Muñoz Gielen & van der Krabben, 2018). In order to realize spatial planning goals, municipalities
control and steer the spatial planning process and the land development activities by land-use plans
and by the provision of building permits (Needham, 2014a). Land-use plans affect the building
possibilities and are therefore strongly connected with property rights; the right to use land in a
certain way (Needham, 2014b, p.31). The way in which property rights are constructed depends
strongly on the municipal land policy approach, which has been seen as an instrument to realise
spatial planning goals. According to Alterman and Bregman (2016), land policy approaches address
the municipal attitude towards the control over land and value capture mechanisms, which are used
to finance (public) facilities and infrastructure. These land policy approaches, the active and the
facilitating approach, are therefore discussed in the next paragraph, because municipal land policy
approach strongly affects the outcomes of the housing development process.
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Active land policy
In the active land policy approach, also called the public sector-led land development strategy, the
municipality actively acquires land, services the plots for development and sells the serviced plots to
market actors (Root, van der Krabben & Split, 2015; Needham, 2014a). In the active land policy
approach, due to the ownership of land, municipalities gain a strong control over the content of
spatial developments as well as the finance of land developments (Needham, 2014a).
The active land policy approach has several advantages for municipalities. The first advantage is the
substantial public control over land activities. In cases when the municipality owns the land, the
possibility arises to specify the land-use of that land in the desired way (Root, van der Krabben &
Split, 2015). In addition, due to the fact that municipalities were responsible for the servicing of land,
market actors were depended on the municipal land activities. Therefore, municipalities had a strong
position in negotiations with market actors that were interested in development of land. Due to the
municipal monopoly on the land market, municipalities had the position to select the market actors
by themselves. Other advantage for the municipalities is that municipalities are able to determine
the price that market actors must pay for their land. As municipalities invest in the servicing the land,
due to the land prices they are able to capture the increase of the land value, they are able to make
profit from land development. The profit from land development activities could be used to provide
public facilities and infrastructure, or could be used for other municipal expenses (Root, van der
Krabben & Split, 2015). The profit from the increase of the land value is called ‘the fight for surplus’
(van Dam & Eskinasi, 2013).
The active approach, however, also has some disadvantages. The first disadvantage concerns the
municipal ‘two-hat dilemma’ (Segeren, Needham & Groen, 2005). Since municipalities started to
make profit from servicing the land, their financial interest in spatial development increased. Their
financial interest in spatial development could therefore contradict to their responsibility of provision
of infrastructure and housing (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013; PBL & ASRE, 2013). As municipalities play a
double role on the market, by being market controller and market actor, their dubious interest could
affect spatial development. The second disadvantage refers to the financial risks of the active policy
approach. Municipalities invest in land, which is granted from the bank and for which municipalities
must pay interest. However, there is the uncertainty whether the acquired and the serviced land by
the municipality could be sold to market actors. The result could be that municipalities make losses
on their land activities instead of making profit to provide public facilities (Needham, 2014a).
Another development contributed to financial disadvantages for municipalities; increased private
market actors´ activities on the land market. As a result of more competition on the land market, the
prices of land increased, and deploying active land policy has become financially riskier for
municipalities (Evers, Kooijman & van der Krabben, 2011).
Facilitating land policy
Since the active land policy has led to losses in municipal land activities, the economic crisis has led to
another way of thinking towards spatial planning (Buitelaar & Bregman, 2016). In order to decrease
the municipal dependency on land activities within the active land policy approach, the Spatial
Planning Act had been revised in 2008 (Wet Ruimtelijke Ordening). The revision included new
municipal powers to recover the costs for the provision of infrastructure and public services in spatial
developments (kostenverhaal). The result of the revision of the Spatial Planning Act a changed the
municipal attitude towards land development, referred to as the facilitating land policy approach.
The facilitating land policy is market-led in which the municipality has a facilitating role for the
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provision of land-use plans and, for example, the supervision during spatial developments. The new
approach means that municipalities depend more on market actors for the realization of municipal
spatial planning goals. In figure 5, the relation between the market and the municipality (the state)
has been illustrated, which means that public-private partnerships are used between private and
public market actors in the housing development process.

Figure 5. Relationships between the market, the state and the civil society (PPP-Lab, 2014, p.10).

The new powers in the Spatial Planning Act means that market actors have the obligation to pay for
the costs of provision of public facilities as well as the municipal costs that are made for provision of
spatial plans and supervision during developments. The cost recovery has been called ‘developer
obligations’ (Muñoz Gielen & van der Krabben, 2017). Developer obligations are contributions from
market actors that are made in exchange with public bodies for making decisions on land-use
regulation that increase the economic value of their land and buildings (Muñoz Gielen & van der
Krabben, 2018, p.3). Two types of developer obligations (DO) can be derived from the literature: the
land development contributions plan (exploitatieplan) and the development agreement (anterieure
overeenkomst). The first type of development obligations, the land development contributions plan,
has a statutory and compulsory basis and is based on detailed legislation from the Physical Planning
Act. The costs that can be recovered by the municipality are legally documented. The second type,
the development agreement, occurs on voluntary basis and includes negotiation between market
actors about which costs and to what extend market actors must financially contribute. The
development agreement has been a preferred tool for cost recovery, because there is no legislation
about the scope of the financial contribution (Muñoz Gielen & van der Krabben, 2017). The
developer obligation could play a role in the negotiation process between market actors; therefore
this theory is relevant in this study on the housing development process in the municipality of
Utrecht.

2.2.2 Developers
The second market actors who play a role in the housing development process are the developers.
Developers manage the performance of spatial developments by bringing together the capital to
invest in the development, the labour to construct real estate and the property rights, land
ownership, that is required to develop (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013). Developers take initiatives in spatial
developments and manage the construction process from the initiative phase up to the realization
(Beuzenberg, Lustenhouwer & Wassenberg, 2018). In general, developers aim at the minimization of
development costs and the maximization of return on their investment.
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Adams and Tiesdell (2013) emphasize that the location, the timing of development and the type of
real estate (product) affect the financial feasibility of projects. Therefore, according to Segeren
(2007), developers apply several strategies in spatial projects. The first strategy is acquisition of land
in an early stadium. Increasing competition on the market and increasing building possibilities of
locations lead to increase in land prices. Therefore, developers aim at acquisition of land in early
phase of projects. The second strategy is the change in the costs and profits of spatial developments.
For example, developers could increase the value by adding more dwellings to the project, by
replacing social housing by more expensive housing or downgrading the quality of the development,
for example the quality of the buildings or the public space (Segeren, 2007). The third strategy that is
mentioned by Segeren (2007) is the use of the building claim to reduce the risk on land development.
In the building claim model, the developer sells the land to the municipality. The municipality
services the land and sells the land back to the market actor with profit. By the use of building claim,
the developer can share the risk with the municipality in case of low demand for land. The first
strategy seems to be relevant in the municipality of Utrecht, as the demand for housing is high and
therefore also the demand for land. The building claim, however, seems not to be relevant in the
current study, as municipalities deploy more the facilitating land policy approach instead of the
financial risk within the active land policy approach (Muñoz Gielen & van der Krabben, 2018).
The strategy which developers deploy depends on their goals and their interests. There are
developers which aim at the short-term development in order to make profit. There are also
developers that operate more on the long-term, for example due to the continuity of developments
and their capital on the long run (Adams & Tiesdell, 2007). Their goals and interests depend on the
extent to which developers are prepared to take risks in spatial developments. Calcutt (2007)
categorizes three types of risks that developers deal with. The first type of risk is the project risk.
Project risk refers to the management of the process and the control over the costs in projects.
Examples of costs are the construction costs, the design costs, costs of legal procedures and
marketing costs. The second type of risk is the market risk. Market risk refers to the attractiveness
and the ability to sell the realized real estate on the market. The result of the market risk is vacancy,
which leads to costs instead of profits (Calcutt, 2007). The last type of risk is the planning risk.
Planning risk refers to spatial planning restrictions, which affect the value of land. Developers can
reduce planning risk by acquiring land in phase where more certainty occurs about the future
building possibilities, for example by the change of the land-use plan (Calcutt, 2007). However, more
certainty about building possibilities could lead to higher land price.

2.2.3 Institutional investors
After the land-use plan has been established by the municipality and the real estate assets such as
the mid-rent dwellings are developed by the developers, institutional investors acquire the realized
dwellings (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013). These assets are aimed for long-term income from renting and
for the value increase of the investment. Institutional investors’ role in the development process
consists of managing pension funds’ capital. The total number of real estate assets that are owned by
pension funds is called their portfolio. Real estate portfolios can consist of different types of assets,
such as shops, office space, residential and industrial assets (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013). Institutional
investors’ goals and strategies, such as the return on investment requirements, the risk that investors
are prepared to take and the way investors value their real estate, affect the acquisition process of
assets, as well as the composition of investors’ portfolio (Segeren et al., 2005). In general, ideal
investments in real estate combine the security, the liquidity and the profitability.
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Institutional investors’ portfolios mostly consist of build real estate assets, but institutional investors
also invest their capital in newly built real estate assets to increase their portfolios (Beuzenberg,
Lustenhouwer & Wassenberg, 2018). According to Adams and Tiesdell (2013), investing in newly built
real estate means that the financial risk is higher, as the security about the completion of the
development is lower. Also the construction costs, the fees and the marketing costs could be higher
due to changing market circumstances. Although the return on profits could be higher in case when
the risk on investment is high, there are financial risks in investing in projects that are not already
realized. In the case of the municipality of Utrecht, institutional investors seem to experience
financial consequences of the current market circumstances. Therefore, this literature is relevant for
the case in the current study.

2.2.4 Interrelation in housing development
The market actors who are discussed in the previous paragraph interrelate to each other in the
housing development process (Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening en
Milieubeheer, 2011). The development process contains of four phases, which are illustrated in
figure 6. The first phase is the initiative phase in which spatial plans are explored. The initiative for
spatial developments can come from market actors who own land and are interested in development
of their land. Also, public spatial plans such as development strategies and master plans may result in
initiatives for developments (Ministerie van VROM, 2009). The second phase is the feasibility phase,
which is an iterative process. In the feasibility phase, the housing program has been developed in
collaboration between the municipality, the developer and the institutional investor. The financial
result of several housing programs and the design i.e. the quality of the development are determined
in this phase (rekenen en tekenen) (Ministerie van VROM, 2009; Buuren et al., 2017). After the
development is financially feasible and the preparations such as the change of the land-use plan
occurred, the third phase starts; the realization of the development. In the realization phase, time-,
cost- and risk management occurs in which the developers play an important role. Institutional
investors’ role could include financial contribution to the development. The last phase in housing
development process is the management of real estate assets, which includes renting out the assets
and taking care for the maintenance. For example, institutional investors rent the mid-rent dwellings,
and the public space had been maintained by the municipality (Ministerie van VROM, 2009).

Figure 6. Phases in the development process (Own creation, 2019, from Ministerie van VROM, 2011 in
Ruimtemettoekomst, 2013 & Evers, Kooijman & van der Krabben, 2011).
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The iterative process of the housing development process emphasizes the importance of
collaboration between market actors in the housing development process (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013).
Therefore, the network theory is used to study the collaboration process in the municipality of
Utrecht. Collaboration is defined as ‘social systems in which actors interact and communicate on
policy issues and policy programs’ (Hoogerwerf & Herweijer, 2014, p.87). In their theory, several
interests, means or sources and process conditions are used to explain market actors’ collaboration
process. Concerning market actors interests’ in the collaboration process, Hoogerwerf and Herweijer
(2014) distinguish the financial interest, legislation interest, knowledge interest and the ability to
affect the policy. Market actors also have different means or sources in the process such as
information, knowledge, activities or services and power. Concerning the process conditions,
collaboration must also contain trust between actors, diversity, respect for each other, being open
for ideas and perspectives, urgency awareness, unambiguous goal and clear expectations
(Hoogerwerf & Herweijer, 2014).
These interests, means and process conditions could be experienced by the market actors in the
municipality of Utrecht as barriers or as opportunities. The question is which factors play a role in the
municipality of Utrecht and how these factors are experienced in different collaborations among
different market actors. The factors of Hoogerwerf & Herweijer (2014) are general, it must therefore
be emphasized that barriers and opportunities are personal. Market actors’ preferences and believes
could play a role in how actors experience the collaboration process in the municipality of Utrecht.

2.3

Location theories

The way how housing markets function and how market actors interrelate in housing development
process have been discussed. Another factor that is studied in this research on development of midrent dwellings is market actors’ locational choice. Therefore, this chapter elaborates on several
location theories and locational factors which could play a role in locational choice. According to
Atzema, van Rietbergen, Lambooy and van Hoof (2012), location theories are statements which
explain locational choice. Location theories and locational factors enable to understand and to
explain market actors’ locational choice for mid-rent dwellings in the municipality of Utrecht.

2.3.1 Classical theory
The classical theory believes that production factors such as labour, capital and natural resources are
unequally distributed across different locations. Furthermore, the classical theory believes that the
uneven distribution of resources affects the transportation costs that actors are prepared to pay at a
specific location. In the classical theory, actors seek for locations where the transportation and the
production costs are the lowest. In general, the classical theory assumes that actors are wellinformed and therefore are able to make rational choices (Atzema et al., 2012).
Land-use model
The classical theory of Von Thünen focuses on the land-use of a location in relation to the distance
from the centre (figure 7). The theory assumes that the land-use depends on the price of land, which
could be for example industrial, retail and housing (Atzema et al., 2012). The land-use aspect had
already been studied by David Ricardo, which included the price aspect of the land. Von Thünen
contributes to the land-use model by including the transportation costs. According to the theory, the
land value is the highest near the centre, therefore the production costs are the highest near the
market. Figure 7 illustrates the influence of the distance, the transportation costs, to the rent price
that actors are willing to pay for real estate assets. The more distance from the centre, the less actors
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are prepared to pay for the assets they rent. This theory is useful in the current study, because
dwellings that are built near the centre of the city of Utrecht seem to have higher production costs
and could therefore be more expensive. The question that arises is to what extend the distance from
the market plays a role for home seekers of mid-rent dwellings in case when the connection i.e.
accessibility to the city increases, for example by public transport. Although the classical theory is
useful in this study, the theory focuses on the supply side instead of the demand side on the market.

Figure 7. Land-use model of Von Thünen (Phe, 2015, p.5).

2.3.2 Neoclassical theory
The neoclassical theory includes the perspective of the buyer, the demand side of the market. In
addition, the neoclassical theory focuses, next to the transportation and production costs, on the
(spatial) behaviour of competitors, for example home seekers of mid-rent dwellings. Where the
classical theory focuses on the costs, the neoclassical theory includes the factor benefits to the
theory. For example, when the factor labour seems to be expensive at one specific location, resulting
in lower benefits, market actors prefer another location where labour is cheaper. In the neoclassical
theory, market actors are still well-informed (about the costs and the benefits), and are according to
the neoclassical theorists able to make well-considered location decisions (Atzema et al., 2012).
Central place theory
The neoclassical location theory which contributes to the explanation of market actors’ locational
choice for the development of mid-rent dwellings is the central place theory of Christaller (1933). The
central place theory explains the hierarchy or the division of different levels of services, illustrated in
figure 8. According to Christaller, the most specialized services are distributed in the biggest
settlements such as the city centre. The daily services, such as the bakery, are settled in the lowest
local level such as neighbourhoods (Atzema et al., 2012). The theory includes the range (reikwijdte),
which refers to the maximum distance that a customer is prepared to travel to the specific service.
Although the location of services could play a role in market actors’ location choice for mid-rent
dwellings, it is questionable whether the level of services would play an important role in this study.
The reason for this is that more and more shopping has been done online, resulting in less
dependency on physical presence of services. Therefore, the expectation is that the central place
theory plays a less important role in the current study.
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Figure 8. Central place model theory of Christaller (van den Boogaart, 2016, p.16).

2.3.3 Behavioural theory
The behavioural theory takes another stand on market actors’ accessibility and availability to market
information. According to the behavioural theorists, market actors cannot access all relevant (spatial)
market information (Atzema et al., 2012). Furthermore, the behavioural theory believes that actors’
base their locational decision on their emotions and habits (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013), instead of the
costs and the benefits of a location. Therefore, market actors could not make fully rational locational
choices.
Since market actors have a limited access to market information, the behavioural theorists believe
that actors have a bounded rationality. Therefore, actors are not able to make a well-considered
locational choice resulting in market actors not being optimizers but satisfiers. Market actors do not
endlessly seek for the best location, when the location seems to be fine; they choose a location that
satisfies their needs (Atzema et al., 2012). This relation between the availability of market
information and the ability to make a rational locational choice is illustrated in figure 9. For example,
the least availability of information and actor’s least capacity to use the information lead to the worst
locational choice (C11 in figure 9). In a situation in which actor’ experience the most availability of
market information and have the most capacity use the information lead to the optimum locational
choice (Can in figure 9). Although the amount of information and the actors’ capacity to use the
information are important factors in locational choice, situations may occur in which actors are able
to find an optimum location, even though they lack market information (C35 in figure 9). However, in
the housing development process the question that arises is whether the availability of information
plays a role in location choice. The reason is that land owners are able to negotiate with the
municipality about the change of the land-use plan. In cases when land was acquired in speculation,
the change of the land-use by the municipality may result in an optimal location for the land owner.
The collaboration process in housing development therefore could affect locations’ potential.
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Figure 9. Behavioural matrix of Allan Pred (Pred, 1967 in Rodrigue, 2017).

2.3.4 Institutional theory
The institutional theory is a reaction to market actor’s bounded rationality. The institutional theory
believes that market actors are able to make rational choices; they are free to operate and could
therefore show opportunistic behaviour at the expense of other market actors (Atzema et al., 2012).
The opportunistic behaviour creates uncertainties on the market. Therefore, vulnerable actors must
be protected from these uncertainties, for example by institutions such as the property rights
(Atzema, 2012). The theory believes that markets such as housing markets cannot operate without
governmental rules (Segeren, Needham & Groen, 2005). An example is the housing policy that the
municipality of Utrecht has created to increase the supply of mid-rent dwellings. Another goal of the
policy is to protect the affordability of dwellings; housing prices rise as a result of the increasing
demand. Although the policy is aimed at the protection of home seekers, the municipal financial
interests in projects, referred to as the municipal ‘two- hat dilemma’ could play a role. Therefore, it is
questionable whether the municipal housing policy and their societal and financial goals in projects
could conflict.

2.3.5 Locational factors
The discussed location theories have reviewed different perspectives on the locational choice. These
different perspectives show factors which play a role in locational choice. On the location level, the
characteristics of specific locations play a role in market actor’s locational choice. Schirmer et al.
(2014) review these locational factors for residential assets.
The first category concerns the residential unit, which is the specific information of a dwelling such as
the size, rental price, the housing type and the age of the building or dwelling. The second category
includes characteristics of the build environment, such as the build density, open space, land-use,
land ownership, land price and the noise from the surroundings. The third category locational factors
concern the socio-economic factors such as the population density, type of households in the
surroundings, education level and the income range. Also, factors such as the (un)employment rate
and the crime rate play a role in location choice (Schirmer et al., 2014). In addition, points of interest
include for example the availability of schools, the urban character, the level of services and the
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availability of sport and recreation facilities. The last category concerns the access and the
accessibility of a location, which includes factors such as the number of transport modes, the
distance to public transport, the public station or the distance to the highway (Schirmer, Axhausen &
van Eggermond 2014). Although these factors are general, it must be emphasized that market actors’
locational choice depends on actors’ goals and interests and their ambition for the development of a
specific location.

2.4

Conceptual model

Figure 10. Conceptual model (Own creation, 2019).

In the previous paragraphs the literature on the housing market, market actors’ interrelation in the
housing development process and the locational factors were outlined. The expected relations
between the concepts that are discussed in the literature review are illustrated in figure 10. The
government steers and controls housing development by the Spatial Planning Act as well as the
Housing Law (Buuren, Nijmeijer & Robbe, 2017; Schilder & Scherpenisse, 2018). Within these
legislative frameworks, the housing development process occurs. As mentioned by Adams and
Tiesdell (2013), collaboration plays an important role in the housing development process. Therefore,
the conceptual model includes the collaboration between the municipality, the developers and the
institutional investors. Municipalities set spatial ambitions and objectives, and depending on their
land policy and their housing policy, municipalities may have different interests (Needham, 2014a).
Developers and institutional investors have their own goals and interests in the housing development
process. In addition, according to Schirmer et al. (2014), locational factors play a role in the
development of housing such as built environment and the access and accessibility of locations. Each
location has unique characteristics and these specific characteristics affect the collaboration process
as well as the outcomes of the development process.
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3.

Methodology

The research problem has now been formulated and the relevant literature about the housing
market, market actors in housing development process, several location theories and locational
factors have been discussed. In a scientific research, it is important to be aware about the different
research methods and techniques to identify, select, and analyse data that is needed to answer the
research questions. Therefore, this chapter explains the methodological choices that are made in this
study. In order to review the methodological choices systematically, the research ‘onion’ is used
(figure 11). This chapter successively discusses: research philosophy, research approach, research
strategy, research choices, time horizons and techniques and procedures (Saunders, Lewis &
Thornhill, 2009).

Figure 11. Research ‘onion’ (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009, p.108).

3.1

Research philosophy

The research philosophy relates to the nature of knowledge (ontology) and the development of
knowledge (epistemology), which determines the way the researcher views the world (Saunders,
Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). Description of the research philosophy is relevant because assumptions
that are made in this study underpin and influence the research approach, the strategy and the
research methods (Scotland, 2012).
The first aspect from the philosophy regards the nature of reality, which is called the field of
ontology. According to Scotland (2012), researchers have their own view about how the reality is
constructed and how the reality functions. Ontology makes a subdivision between objectivism and
subjectivism (Saunders et al., 2009). Objectivism presumes that social entities exist externally or
independently to social (market) actors. On the contrary, subjectivism presumes that social entities
are created from perceptions and actions of social actors concerned with their existence. Adams and
Tiesdell (2013) emphasize that the housing development process is a social process in which relations
between people are based on trust and are nurtured over many years, which seem to determine the
development outcomes. Because the development process has been seen as a social entity, and
therefore cannot be seen independently from market actors, the current study deploys the
subjectivism approach.
The second aspect from the philosophy regards the nature of knowledge, called the field of
epistemology (Saunders et al., 2009). Epistemology enables the researcher to formulate perceptions
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about the nature of knowledge, the production of knowledge and the justification of knowledge. The
epistemology answers questions such as how knowledge could be created, acquired and
communicated (Scotland, 2012). As mentioned, market actors play an important role in the housing
development process, which is subjective. These market actors experience barriers and opportunities
and have their views of the world, which is based on their experiences, feelings and attitudes. Their
realities are therefore individually constructed through the interaction between language and their
social context of the world, which are culturally and socially situated and are subject to changes in
space and time (Scotland, 2012). Due to market actors’ several perceptions of the housing
development process, the researcher must take an empathetic stance and must try to enter actors’
social world to understand their point of view (Saunders et al., 2009). Regarding the epistemology, it
must be emphasized that actors may have different stands and opinions about the housing
development industry. Therefore, there is no universal knowledge in this study.
Due to the subjective character of the knowledge that is produced and the role of the researcher,
this study can be characterized as interpretative research philosophy, also called interpretivism.
Within the interpretative research philosophy, the researcher tries to interpret and understand the
actors’ views of the world (Creswell, 2007). Understanding actors’ barriers and opportunities in the
housing development process means matching the larger picture that emerges from involving
multiple perspectives and identifying many factors (Creswell, 2007). However, the researcher must
be aware of his own background, history, experiences and the set of beliefs which could affect the
interpretation of market actors’ views of the world. In order to prevent bias and misinterpretation,
the researcher must be aware of the interpretative character during the research process (Scotland,
2012). Being transparent about the thoughts and the choices that are made increases the reliability
and the validity of the research.

3.2

Research approach

Another important aspect in the methodology is the formulation of the research approach. The
formulation of the research approach enables to make well-considered choices for the research
design and the research strategy. The choice for a research approach affects the way how data is
collected and how data is analysed (Saunders et al., 2009).
The first aspect regards the choice for an inductive or a deductive research approach. Within the
inductive research, the researcher first collects data that is relevant for the topic that has been
studied. From the analysis of the collected data, generalizations are made which lead to the
development of new theories (Saunders et al., 2009). The inductive approach moves from data to
theory, from specific to general. The deductive approach does the opposite. The researcher first
reviews the literature, develops hypotheses from the theory and collects data to test the hypotheses.
The deductive approach moves from theory to data, or from general to specific (Saunders et al.,
2009). This study deploys the deductive approach. The reason for this is that first the literature is
reviewed in chapter 2. The barriers and opportunities in the municipality of Utrecht, which are
examined in this study, are subsequently tested on behalf of the literature framework.
The second aspect regards the choice for a research method; a mono-, mixed- and or multi method.
Mono method means the use of one method, the qualitative or the quantitative. Mixed method
means that both qualitative and quantitative methods are combined within the study. Multi-method
means the combination of different methods such as qualitative interviews and observations and
quantitative surveys and archive research (Vennix, 2011). In this study, the mono method is used
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because understanding and explaining market actors’ views on the housing development process
regards qualitative data.
The last aspect for the formulation for the research strategy regards the time horizon. Vennix (2011)
distinguishes a cross-sectional research approach and a longitudinal research approach. Crosssectional approach means conducting the study singular moment in time. Longitudinal approach
means that multiple measurements in time are used, for example to make a comparison between
two different years or months. Due to limited amount of time of this study, a cross-sectional
approach is used; the qualitative data from market actors’ is collected at one moment in time.

3.3

Research strategy

Furthermore, according to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009), the research strategy must be
considered. The formulation of the research strategy is important because it determines the number
of and type of research subjects. In addition, the research strategy determines the choice for the
sources and techniques that are relevant information to find answers on research questions.
Moreover, research strategy determines the way data is processed and how the literature is used to
answer the research questions (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015). Therefore, this paragraph
discusses the five possible research strategies and the choice for the strategy that is used in this
study; survey, experiment, grounded theory, desk research and the case study.
The first possible research strategy is the survey. Survey is a quantitative approach which includes
large amount of research units that are selected randomly and where variables are measured on
behalf of scores (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015). The second possible research strategy is the
experiment. Experiment includes testing causal relations between two groups; an experimental and a
control group. Both groups are measured twice, before and after the intervention (Verschuren &
Doorewaard, 2015). The third possible research strategy is the grounded theory. Grounded theory
can be characterized on the focus on empirical data instead of theoretical concepts. After the
relationships between concepts are found from primary data, the relationships are tested to the
existing literature (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015). The fourth strategy is the desk research, which
means that secondary data is used, existing sources, instead of collecting primary data from the field.
The last possible strategy is the case study. Case study includes an in-depth study on a specific case in
which one or more time-spatial limited objects are studied, for example individuals, groups or cities
(Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015).
In order to choose a research strategy, Verschuren & Doorewaard (2015) emphasize that the choice
must be made on behalf of several considerations; an in-depth versus broad approach, qualitative
versus quantitative approach and an empirical versus a desk research. The first choice is between indepth or broad approach. Broad research leads to generalizations, but is unable to create detailed
descriptions and explanations of the study object. In-depth approach creates more details and a
strong explanation of the study object (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015). In this study, in-depth
approach is chosen to gain a detailed description and explanation of the barriers and opportunities in
the development process in the municipality of Utrecht. The second choice is between a qualitative
and a quantitative character. Quantitative study is numeric and can be translated into graphs,
schedules and calculations (Doorewaard & Verschuren, 2015), which can be used to test causal
relations between variables (Vennix, 2011). The qualitative approach focuses more on textual data
which is used to study participants’ meanings and interpretations of the world (Vennix, 2011).
Housing development process is socially driven (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013), therefore this study has a
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qualitative character. The third choice is between the empirical and the desk research. In this study,
the researcher collects primary data from participants, by entering the field of the housing
development process in the municipality of Utrecht. Therefore, this study deploys the empirical
approach instead of the desk research. Concluding, the current study includes an in-depth,
qualitative and an empirical approach.
The current study focuses on the barriers and opportunities which market actors experience in the
housing development process in the municipality of Utrecht, as well as which locational choices
these actors make. In chapter two, the relevant literature is reviewed which enables to explain these
barriers and opportunities. The factors from the literature are subsequently tested for the market
actors in the municipality; collected primary data from the respondents has been compared to the
literature. In addition, there are a limited number of respondents in the study, which are chosen
selectively. There are also a limited number of time-spatial objects, which is the municipality of
Utrecht. From the five mentioned research strategies, the case study seems the most suitable
strategy to answer the research questions in this study. According to Verschuren and Doorewaard
(2015), the characteristics of the study strategy are a small sample, a selective choice of participants,
an in-depth approach and the use of qualitative data and methods.
The case study is a strategy for doing research which involves empirical investigation of a particular
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life by using multiple sources of evidence (Saunders et al.,
2009, p.145). Case study can be characterized by the limited number of objects that are studied as
well as the selective choice for respondents. Furthermore, case study deploys data triangulation,
which is the use of multiple sources. These sources are for example interviews, observations, reports
and document analysis (Saunders et al., 2009). Data triangulation increases the validity of the
research and enables to gain a better understanding of the context and the processes involved
(Vennix, 2011). Verschuren and Doorewaard (2015) distinguish two variants of the case study; a
single case and a comparative case study. The comparative case study involves two or more case
studies which are studied in detail and are compared to each other. This study deploys the single
case study; the municipality of Utrecht.
There are several advantages and several limitations of the case study strategy. The first advantage
of the case study is the broad and flexible scope, enabling to gain an integral description and
explanation of the study object (Vennix, 2011). Furthermore, the case study strategy enables to
adjust the scope of the study along the research process. Comparing with the quantitative survey,
which requires strong structuration of the instrument before collecting the data for the internal
validity and the reliability, the case study strategy is more flexible. In addition, the results from the
qualitative study could be more recognizable, understandable and acceptable in comparison with
quantitative statistical analyses (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015). However, there also are
limitations of the case study strategy. The first limitation regards the external validity, which is
questionable in qualitative research. The results from a specific case study could therefore be
difficult to apply to other case studies. The importance of the validity depends on the aim of the
research. The second limitation is the labour intensive character of the strategy. The case study
requires time to collect and interpret the data. The last limitation regards the bias and the
misinterpretation of the results. Therefore, the researcher must be transparent about the interviews
and the line of thoughts before the research, as well as during the collection and the analysis of the
data (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015).
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3.4

Techniques and procedures

3.4.1 Data sources and data collection
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the case study strategy involves the use of multiple sources,
called data triangulation (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015). The sources that are used in this
research are outlined in figure 12. In this research, the multiple sources concern the literature,
interviews and several municipal documents which are used to describe the case study of the
municipality of Utrecht. In this paragraph, the used data sources are discussed as well as the choices
that are made during the collection of data.

Figure 12. Overview of used sources (Own Creation, 2019).

The first data source that is used in the current study is literature on the housing market, the market
actors in the housing development process and the location theories and locational factors that
affect the locational choice. From the theoretical concepts in chapter 2, the conceptual model in
figure 10 is developed. The theoretical concepts from the conceptual model, collaboration and
locational factors, are operationalized in table 1 and table 2. The literature is gathered from different
sources, such as the scientific databases Google Scholar, RUQuest and JSTOR. The keywords that are
used to find these sources are: housing market, housing market policy, housing policy, governmental
interference, spatial planning, spatial development, problems housing market, housing market
actors, locational theories, locational choice and locational choice model. These keywords are used in
Dutch and in English as well. Also, scientific literature is used that was offered during the course Land
and Real Estate Markets: Smart Governance, Finance and Business Models. This course has been
offered by the Radboud University and contains information about different aspects of the
functioning of land and real estate markets, how planning decisions interrelate with these markets
and different development models. The last sources for the literature that are used are applied
studies from governmental organisations which conduct research on the housing market. These
organizations are Centraal Planbureau (CPB) and Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving (PBL).
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Table 1. Operationalization of collaboration (Hoogerwerf & Herweijer, 2014).

Table 2. Operationalization of locational factors (Schirmer, Axhausen & van Eggermond, 2014).
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The second data source that is used, as illustrated in figure 12, are interviews with market actors
which are actively operating in the housing development process in the municipality of Utrecht. As
this research focuses on the relation between the municipality of Utrecht, developers and
institutional investors, these market actors are selectively chosen to participate in the study on
behalf of their profession. The participants and their professions are illustrated in appendix A. In total
19 respondents participated in the study. Before interviewing the main market actors in this study,
first 6 experts are interviewed in order to test the found expectations from the literature. Also, 5
employees from the municipality are interviewed, chosen on behalf of their various professions; the
former alderman which was responsible for the housing portfolio, investment strategist, municipal
housing consultant as well as the senior consultant in land and land prices. Moreover, 4 developers
are interviewed which actively develop dwellings in the municipality of Utrecht. The last group of
respondents are institutional investors, in total 5 institutional investors participated in the study. Also
the institutional investors have been chosen selectively, the participants operate in various
professions such as an analyst, manager of residential investments, manager of acquisition of
residential and the country manager. Next to several professions, also different organizations are
taken into account during the collection of respondents (appendix A).
The participants in this study are approached in several ways. The first approach was by the use of
the social network of colleagues from the consultancy firm Sweco. For example, Sweco had published
a paper on the Dutch housing market in which several market actors were already interviewed
(Sweco, 2018). These contacts were used to arrange interviews. Another way of sampling was by the
use the municipal document which is called ‘Middenhuur Gemeente Utrecht’ (Gemeente Utrecht,
2017a). In that document, the municipality of Utrecht reports on a collaborative creation of their
housing policy for mid-rent dwellings with market actors. In the beginning of that document, market
actors that participated in the development of the housing policy are outlined. These participants are
itemized by group (institutional investor, developer and the municipality) and are contacted through
existing contacts from other colleagues at the consultancy firm Sweco. Other respondents which
were relevant, but not known by the colleagues from Sweco, are approached by mail or phone.
Saunders et al. (2009) advise to use an introductory letter or an e-mail. Therefore, such introduction
is sent by mail to these respondents which included a small introduction of the research problem and
research aim and a request to cooperate in the study.
After the meetings with respondents were scheduled, the choice had to be made about which type
of interview approach would be the most suitable to answer the research questions. Saunders et al.
(2009) distinguish three types of interviews, which differ from each other in the level of formality and
the level of structure. The potential interview approaches are the structured interview, semistructured interview and unstructured or in-depth interview. The first type interview is the
structured interview. Structured interviews consist of questionnaires which are predetermined and
standardized; each interview consists of an identical set of questions. The second type interview,
semi-structured interviews, is non-standardized in which the researcher uses of a list of themes
instead of predetermined questionnaires. During the semi-structured Interview, questions could be
skipped or adjusted to the interview, depending on the flow of the conversation, respondents’
function and the organizational context (Saunders et al., 2009). The last type of interview approach is
the unstructured interview. An unstructured interview is seen as informal, since there are no
predetermined questions or themes. Within the unstructured interview, the researcher has the
possibility to talk freely about the topic.
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The current study deploys a semi-structured interview approach. The first reason is that there are
four different groups of actors in this research, as shown in figure 12. Different market actors play
different roles in the housing development process, all with different expertise and interests in the
process. The structured interview seemed not suitable in this study, because explanations of the
experienced barriers and opportunities could concern different phases in the development process.
Therefore, the structured interview seemed not to be flexible enough. The semi-structured interview
enables to examine the research subjects and enables probing (Vennix, 2011). Probing gives the
possibility to steer the interviews and to adjust the questions during interviews to the participants’
profession and the specific topic that is discussed. For these semi-structured interviews, interview
guides are used which are developed on behalf of the conceptual model (figure 10) and the
operationalization of collaboration and locational factors (table 1 and table 2). The interview guide
for the municipality of Utrecht is seen in appendix B and the instructional investors/developers in
appendix C. All semi-structured interviews are conducted face to face and are audio-recorded. The
reason for that choice involves that experienced barriers and opportunities could include sensitive
and confidential information. Face to face interviews were aimed at increasing the level of trust and
increasing the share of information. The municipal documents (figure 12) are gathered from the
municipal website, which are discussed in chapter 4.

3.4.2 Data analysis
The first step of the data analysis, the preparation of data, regards transcribing the audio-recorded
interviews. Transcribing is the creation of a written version of audio files (Saunders et al., 2009).
These transcripts are created by using the program ‘Express Scribe Transcription Software’.
Transcription increases the transparency and decreases the misinterpretation of the data. These
transcripts were transferred into ATLAS.ti (8th version), a qualitative data analysis program which is
used to analyse the textual data from the interviews.
The second step in the data analysis regards the categorization of themes, patterns and relations and
patterns between the concepts. The process to find these themes, patterns and relations is called
coding. Coding of the transcripts has been done by the grounded theory approach. In the grounded
theory approach, the researcher systematically develops a theory that explains the processes, the
actions and the interactions on a topic (Creswell, 2007). Grounded theory consists of precise
procedures in relation to all stages of categorizing data which enables a structured and systematic
data analysis process (Saunders et al., 2009). The structure of analysis involves three phases: open
coding, axial coding and selective coding (Creswell, 2007).
The first step is open coding which involves translating conceptual textual units into labels. Labelling
means that specific parts in the text are assigned a specific code (Creswell, 2007). Coding is done in
this research by different code types. The first code that is used is ‘free quotation’ in which a specific
part of the text can be marked without (already) adding a specific label to a code. The advantage of
free quotations is that interesting statements can be marked already and can be added to a code in a
later stage. Another code type is ‘open coding’, which enables the researcher to appoint a specific
part of data. That data represents the meaning behind the specific part of the text (Creswell,
2007).The third code type is ‘vivo coding’, by which a selected part of the text becomes literally the
new code (Saunders et al., 2009). The last code type is the ‘list of coding’, which enables to appoint
an already used code to a part of the text ATLAS.ti. The list of codes that is used in this study, the
code book, is illustrated in appendix D.
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The second step within the grounded theory approach, after the coding phase is done, regards axial
coding. Axial coding means structuring the created codes into groups, called ‘families’. These families
are codes with statements about the same themes within the study (Creswell, 2007), for example:
means, interests or process conditions. According to Saunders et al. (2009), axial coding concerns a
process of theoretical development, looking for relationships between categories formulated in the
coding phase. The development of the theory means exploring and explaining a phenomenon by
identifying what happens and why something happens. The focus the axial coding is to recognize the
relationships between categories and subcategories.
The last step, selective coding, regards developing propositions or hypotheses that interrelate the
categories from the literature framework, as discussed in chapter two. In the selective coding, the
theories from the literature which are outlined in the conceptual model are tested. Saunders et al.
(2009) mention that the emphasis of this step is developing relationships between categories to
develop an explanatory theory (Creswell, 2007). The research results and the comparison of the
results with the literature framework from chapter 2 are discussed in chapter 5.

3.5

Research reliability and validity

Research validity and reliability are concepts that play a role in answering research questions.
Validity refers to the extent to which research findings reflect the reality (Vennix, 2011). Reliability is
the extent to which reproduction of the research can be reproduced. In qualitative research, the
researcher is the main instrument and plays an important role during data collection and data
analysis, and therefore has a strong influence on the research outcomes. Due to the importance of
these concepts in scientific research, this chapter discusses successively: the research credibility,
transferability, dependability and confirmability (Creswell, 2007).
Credibility (internal validity)
Research credibility involves the accuracy of the interpretation of the respondents’ meanings and
thoughts; their views of the housing development process. To increase the credibility of the research,
the researcher must make use of check moments during interviews, asking respondents whether the
information is interpreted correctly. This process of respondent validation is called ‘member
checking’. Member checking is important because this qualitative study is subject to interpretative
and subjective (analysis of) data. The interpretation of the researcher could differ from respondents’
point of view; member checking therefore increases research internal validity. To increase the
credibility, during interviews member checking is applied. Furthermore, the use of a code book could
increase research credibility. A code book structures the coding process of transcripts and enables to
code these transcripts in the same way (Creswell, 2007). The list of codes, the code book, is outlined
in appendix D.
Transferability (external validity/generalization)
Research transferability is a synonym of external validity and generalizability. Transferability means
whether the research results could be applicable to other research settings, contexts, situations,
times and populations (Creswell, 2007). In qualitative research, data is collected from people with
the focus to gain insights about their view of the world (Vennix, 2011). Their realities are described
and explained by the use of language, which is personal and depends on for example their
backgrounds and experiences. Furthermore, to fit and to understand participants’ meanings within
the context of a case study, a detailed description of the case study is required (chapter 4). This study
focuses on exploring participants views on the barriers and opportunities that are experienced in the
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housing development process in the context of the municipality of Utrecht. The transferability of the
current study is limited, because the question is which opinions can be considered as the ‘truth’. This
study focuses more on explaining several barriers and opportunities instead of the generalization of
the research results.
Dependability (reliability)
Dependability refers to the consistency and the repeatability of the findings, it is called reliability in
quantitative research (Saunders et al., 2009). To increase the dependability, the researcher must be
consistent and transparent about the research methods and approach that are used during the
collection of data, interpretation of findings and reporting of results. Consistency and transparency
are necessary to prevent interviewer bias which relates to researchers’ own view of the reality
(Saunders et al., 2009). Transparency should lead to similar results when the research is repeated on
the same subject and is done under the same conditions (Creswell, 2007). As mentioned, this study
deploys semi-structured interviews. According to Saunders et al. (2009), semi-structured interviews
lack standardization. Furthermore, interviewee bias can occur, which relates to the level of access to
data that the researcher is able to gain from the interviewee. Respondents may be reserved to
provide sensitive information. Therefore, the researcher must prepare the interviews beforehand,
take an open and curious attitude during interviews and use the method of probing. Transparency
and consistency during the research process would therefore increase research dependability. In this
study, the researcher is transparent about the methods and strategies that are used as well as the
methods for the analysis of the data.
Confirmability (objectivity)
Confirmability shows the researchers’ neutrality and objectivity during the research process. As
mentioned before, qualitative research studies people’s views, understandings and meanings of their
social reality (Vennix, 2011). The interpretation of the findings, which is done by the researcher, is
sensitive to bias, because it could be influenced by the researchers’ view of the world, background
and education (Creswell, 2007). To increase the research confirmability, it is important that external
scientists are able to follow the methodological choices and the researchers’ role in the research
process. This means being transparent about choices, thoughts and reasoning during the process
(Saunders et al., 2009). The use of ‘memos’ increases the research confirmability. During the
research, ideas and thoughts about the subject arise which help to formulate the theory (Creswell,
2007; Saunders et al., 2009). These ideas and thoughts, which are narrated records of researchers’
analytical process of the data, can be added to specific codes in ATLAS.to as memos. In this study,
interesting aspects and arising questions are appointed by memos. In addition, data triangulation
could be used to increase research confirmability. Data triangulation, the use of multiple sources, is
mentioned as a characteristic of the case study strategy (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015). In the
current study, scientific literature, municipal policy documents and (semi-structured) interviews with
market actors are used as data sources (figure 12). The use of multiple sources in this study increases
the confirmability, since it enables to understand the phenomenon and provides a clearer
understanding of the problem by the comparison of different sources (Creswell, 2007).
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3.6

Research ethics

According to Saunders et al. (2009), research ethics relate to questions such as how to formulate and
clarify the research topic, how to design research and how to gain access to sources. Research ethics
also involves a moral and responsible way for the collection of data, storage of data, analysis of data
and the presentation of data in a report. These ethics, which should be taken into account in the
research process, prevent any embarrassment, harm or any other disadvantage for the respondents
which contributed information to the study (Saunders et al., 2009). According to Scotland (2012), the
interpretative approach deploys research methods which are more open-ended and intimate
because of the contact with the participants. Therefore, the research ethics are well-considered in
the current study.
The first ethical consideration regards the voluntary nature of participation in the study (Saunders et
al., 2009). Respondents are asked to participate in the study by e-mail and by phone, and had the
possibility to accept or to deny the request. Although most participants accepted to participate in
this study, there are also market actors who declined due for example the lack of time. The second
ethical aspect regards participants’ consent and privacy (Vennix, 2011). During interviews, the
researcher first explained the research goal and the research questions. Also, the anonymity of the
conversations was mentioned; the storage of (audio-visual) data and respondents’ anonymity in the
report. After the introduction and practicalities, respondents were requested their permission for
recording the conversation for the analysis. All participants allowed to audio-record the interviews. In
addition, all participants gave their permission to mention their participation in the list of
respondents (appendix A). In order to treat their information anonymously, the information in this
report cannot be linked to any of the respondents.
The third ethical consideration regards the confidentiality of the data (Saunders et al., 2009). Audiovisual data, which is recorded by a mobile phone, is transferred to a flash drive and simultaneously
removed from the phone. During the data analysis, the data was stored on a computer which was
provided with an antimalware program. After the analysis, the data was removed from the
computed. During all steps in the research process, the respondents’ privacy as well as the sensitivity
of the data is treated carefully. The last ethical consideration is about the researchers’ behaviour
(Saunders et al., 2009). During interviews, the researcher applied an open, polite and respectful
attitude towards the respondents and the sensitive information which participants shared; the
experienced barriers and opportunities in the housing development process in the municipality of
Utrecht.
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4.

Case study

The research problem has been formulated, the literature review and framework have been outlined
and the methodological choices are explained. In order to study market actors’ locational choices
and the barriers and opportunities that these actors experience in the development process in the
municipality of Utrecht, more information is required about the municipality. Information about the
case study enables to put the research results into perspective (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015).
Therefore, this chapter discusses successively: the municipal political situation, the housing market
and the demography, the spatial development strategy, municipal instruments that could be used to
increase the supply of mid-rent dwellings, the land policy, the general housing policy and the policy
for the mid-rent housing. The national policy which differentiates the social housing segment from
the private rented housing segment is outlined in appendix E.

4.1

Municipality of Utrecht

4.1.1 Political coalition
Since the political elections in 2018, political parties such as GroenLinks (progressive left wing), D66
(social-liberal party) and ChristenUnie (Christian social party) deploy the coalition agreement which
applies to the whole area of the municipality of Utrecht. In the municipal coalition agreement, three
main policy directions are formulated: equality, growth and the feeling of togetherness for the
inhabitants (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018b).
The first policy direction involves the equality of inhabitants. The coalition agreement focuses on
aspects such as education, economy and the labour market. Also, aspects such as the prevention of
poverty, participation, well-being, health and the safety are mentioned (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018b).
The second policy direction involves the healthy growth of the city of Utrecht. Due to the growing
economy and the attractiveness of the city as a place to live, Utrecht has become the fastest growing
city in the Netherlands (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018b). Therefore, choices had to be made about how to
provide a fair and sustainable distribution of land for aspects such as the supply of housing, mobility
energy transition, circular economy and water and green spaces. The shortage of housing supply has
been seen as a main issue. As a result, the policy focuses on the development of housing which
should be affordable, accessible, and qualitative and should contribute to the liveability of
neighbourhoods (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018b).
The growth of the city also puts pressure on the accessibility. In their political agreement, improving
the accessibility for pedestrians, bikes and the public transport has been emphasized, which are
alternatives for the use of cars. Next to the expansion and the improvement of the public transport,
the municipality aims at creating new mobility solutions, such as introduction of sharing cars. In
addition, the municipality aims at introducing new parking policy such as lower parking ratio
(parkeernormen) and paid parking places which should decrease the use of cars in the city
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2018b). In addition, the municipality aims to integrate mobility activities with
energy transition activities in order to contribute to the circular economy and the sustainability of
the city. The last important aspect for the healthy growth of the city is the development of public
spaces, for example public parks, space for water and green space. In the housing development,
green roods and frontages are considered to improve the liveability and the air quality of the city
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2018b).
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The third policy direction in the coalition agreement involves the inhabitants’ feeling of togetherness.
To increase the togetherness, the municipality aims at an open and approachable attitude, in for
example spatial developments. In addition, the municipality aims at being open and transparent
about their methods and procedures. Moreover, concerning the financial aspect in spatial
developments, the municipality is open to new ways of financing projects and joint financing, for
example by public-private partnerships. These measures are aimed to create the most public value
from the public means (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018b).

4.1.2 Municipal housing market and demography
The coalition agreement emphasized the shortage of housing in relation to the growth of the
municipality of Utrecht (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018b). In order to understand the situation on the
municipal housing market, this chapter discusses the current housing market and the demography in
the municipality of Utrecht. The information, when accessible, is discussed on the municipal level and
the district level. Figure 13 illustrates the map of Utrecht as well the different districts in the
municipality.

Figure 13. Districts in the municipality of Utrecht (Adjusted from van Alphen et al., 2017, p.50).

Figure 14 illustrates the annual difference (increase or decrease) of the total municipal population,
the total number households and the housing supply. In figure 15, the absolute numbers are
reviewed that are used to calculate the annual differences in figure 14. The first aspect regards the
development of the population. The absolute number of municipal population has increased
between 2014 and 2018. The growth in figure 14, however, decreased between 2013 and 2016.
Between 2016 and 2017, the growth of the population started to increase again. The second aspect
regards the development of the households. The absolute number of households also increased
between 2014 and 2017. The growth in figure 14, however, has decreased between 2014 and 2015
and shows an equal annual increase from 2015. The last aspect regards the development of the
housing supply. The absolute number of the housing supply increased from 2014 to 2017, but
decreased between 2017 and 2018. The development of housing shows an increasing trend between
2013 and 2016. From 2016, the development of housing supply decreased.
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Figure 14. Development of the population, number of households and the housing supply for 2013 - 2017 (CBS
2018 in Woningmarktmonitor Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).

Figure 15. Development of municipal the population, households and the housing supply between 2014 and
2018 (CBS 2018 in Woningmarktmonitor Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).

Following the description of the municipal demography, figure 16 illustrates the prospected
development of population until 2040. The municipality expects to grow up to 400.000 inhabitants in
2025 and 454.891 inhabitants in 2040. Between 2018 and 2040, the total municipal population is
expected to grow from 347.574 to 454.891, a total growth of 107.317 inhabitants.

Figure 16. Prospected growth of the population until 2040 (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018d, p.5).

In addition, figure 17 zooms in to the development of the absolute number of households until 2040.
The total number of households is expected to grow from 176.750 to 228.670, meaning a total
growth of 51.920 households between 2017 and 2040.

Figure 17. Prospected development of the number of households 2017 – 2040 in the municipality (Adjusted
from Primos 2017 in Woningmarktmonitor Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).
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Figure 18 zooms in to the different age categories in the municipality of Utrecht. In green, the
division in ages is illustrated for 2018. In yellow, the growth is illustrated for every age category. The
age category ‘24 – 54’ is not illustrated in figure 18 in the municipal document, instead this group is
presented textually in the municipal document. The age category ’24 – 54’ contains of 176.000
inhabitants in 2018, between 2018 and 2040 the group is expected to grow the most with 45.000 to
221.000 inhabitants in 2040. Another remarkable point from figure 18 is the growth of the age
category ’65 and older’. This age category contained 35.732 inhabitants in 2018, and is expected to
grow up to 59.820 in 2040, a total growth of 24.088 inhabitants.

Figure 18. Development of the municipal population specified in age between 2018 and 2040 (Gemeente
Utrecht, 2018d, p.6).

The total growth of the municipal population is subdivided into different districts in table 3. As table
3 shows, all districts in the municipality of Utrecht are expected to grow between 2018 and 2040.
Most inhabitants lived in 2018 in the district ‘Vleuten-De Meern’, with a total of 48.309 inhabitants.
In 2040 however, the district ‘Zuidwest’ is expected to accommodate the most inhabitants, from
38.001 inhabitants in 2018 to 63.108 inhabitants in 2040. The district ‘Leidsche Rijn’, which is a
prioritized area for the development of housing, shows the second biggest growth; from 36.544
inhabitants in 2018 to 60.272 inhabitants in 2040.

Table 3. Growth of the population in different districts from 2018 to 2040 (Own creation, 2019 from Gemeente
Utrecht, 2018d, p.7).
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The province of Utrecht deploys a provincial policy, called ‘Provinciale Ruimtelijke Structuurvisie
(PRS). The PRS applies to all municipalities within the province, which is discussed in appendix F. In
the PRS, goals are set for the development of the housing for the period 2013 – 2028. In figure 19,
the development of housing supply in the municipality of Utrecht is illustrated from the PRS. In
brown, the total number of housing (supply) is illustrated that should be developed in the
municipality. In aqua green, the already realized housing supply is showed and in dark blue the
number of dwellings is illustrated that could be realized in accordance with the land-use plans.

Figure 19. Spatial development strategy housing program, realization and development plans for 2013 - 2028
(Provincie Utrecht, CBS 2019 & Planmonitor 2019 in Woningmarktmonitor Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).

Figure 20 shows the absolute numbers of the development of housing supply in the municipality of
Utrecht. From the ambition to realize 27.750 dwellings until 2028, already 10.056 dwellings are
realized and 963 dwellings are removed, for example by demolition. This means, that until 2028
17.694 dwellings must be developed to comply with the developmental goals from the provincial PRS
(appendix F). In the current municipal plans, 1.975 dwellings could be developed, due to their
building possibilities in already determined land-use plans (harde plancapaciteit). Additional 41.165
dwellings are allocated in potential plans (zachte plancapaciteit), which are not yet determined in
land-use plans and therefore cannot be developed yet. When these potential plans would be
determined in land-use plans, the total potential development of housing supply in the municipality
of Utrecht could include a development of 25.446 dwellings more than the number that is prescribed
in the PRS.

Figure 20. Realization of municipal development strategy housing program in relation to established plans
(harde plancapaciteit) and potential plans (zachte plancapaciteit) (Provincie Utrecht, CBS 2017 & Planmonitor
2017 in Woningmarktmonitor Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).
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From the development of housing that is set in the PRS, figure 21 shows the current situation of the
housing supply in the municipality of Utrecht. The owner-occupied housing segment (koop) shows an
increasing and decreasing total number of dwellings between 2013 and 2017. The rental housing
(huur), decreased between 2013 and 2014, and increased again between 2014 and 2017 up to
80.450 dwellings in 2017. The total rental housing segment is subdivided in social rental housing
(sociale huur) rented by housing associations and other rental housing segments (huur overig),
owned by for example private renters and institutional investors. A remarkable point is the decrease
in the social housing supply, from 49.340 in 2013 to 43.600 in 2014, a total decrease of 5.740 social
dwellings. Possible explanations are demolition of social dwellings, sale of these dwellings or the shift
from social housing segment to the mid-rent housing segment. Despite of the differences in different
housing segments, the total number of dwellings increased from 149.322 dwellings in 2016 to
151.409 dwellings in 2017, a growth of 2087 dwellings.

Figure 21. Development of rental and owner-occupied housing supply in the period 2013 - 2017 (CBS 2018 in
Woningmarktmonitor Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).

Moreover, figure 22 shows the percentages of owner-occupied and rental housing the municipality
of Utrecht (left), the Netherlands (middle) and the province of Utrecht (right). The Netherlands and
the province of Utrecht both have more owner-occupied housing than rental housing. The
municipality of Utrecht, however, contains of more rental dwellings than owner-occupied dwellings
54,9% rental dwellings and 45,1% owner-occupied dwellings.

Figure 22. Percentages of owner-occupied housing (left) and rental housing in the province and the
municipality (Adjusted from ABF Systeem Woningvoorraad in Waarstaatjegemeente, n.d.).

Table 4 zooms in to the prospected development of housing supply, which is subdivided into districts.
Between 2018 and 2040, the total prospected housing development includes 49.360 dwellings; all
districts are expected to grow. From these 49.360 dwellings, the most growth in the housing supply is
expected in the districts ‘Leidsche Rijn’ and ‘Zuidwest’, successively 10.800 dwellings and 10.669
dwellings. This prospected growth of the number of dwellings is in line with to the growth of the
population, illustrated in table 3. Also, the city centre, ‘Binnenstad’, and the district ‘Oost’ show
significant growth of the housing supply; successively 6.264 dwellings in the city centre and 8.418
dwellings in ‘Oost’.
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Table 4. Prospected housing development in different districts (Own creation, 2019 from Gemeente Utrecht,
2018d, p.17).

Another relevant aspect, which is interrelated with the development of housing in the municipality of
Utrecht, is the number of released building permits. Figure 23 illustrates that the number of realized
dwellings had been increasing, from 1.031 realized dwellings in 2014 to 2.225 dwellings in 2017.
Concerning the number of released building permits, the number of released building permits
increased from 1.037 in 2013 to 2.801 in 2015. However, the number of released building permits by
the municipality had decreased to 2.491 in 2017.

Figure 23. Number of released building permits in relation to the development of housing supply 2013 - 2017
(CBS 2018 in Woningmarktmonitor Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).

Moreover, the description of the municipal owner-occupied housing market is relevant. Figure 24
shows the development of the housing prices of owner-occupied dwellings in the municipality of
Utrecht. The housing prices have increased from € 250.000 in the first half of 2015 to € 335.000 in
the first half of 2018. In the second half of 2018, the average price was € 352.000.
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Figure 24. Development of average prices of owner-occupied housing in the period 2015 - 2018 (Kadaster &
Woningmarktcijfers 2018 in Woningmarktmonitor in Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).

Figure 25 shows the absolute number of owner-occupied dwellings that were available on the
market. On the 1st of July in 2018, 1.226 dwellings were available on the market, which included 1,8%
of the total supply of owner-occupied dwellings in the municipality. On the 1st of January 2019, 1.334
dwellings were available, which included 2% of the total supply of owner-occupied housing.

Figure 25. Absolute number of to sell owner-occupied dwellings and the percentage of total owner-occupied
supply (Funda & CBS 2019 in Woningmarktmonitor Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).

The last important factor for the description of the municipal housing market concerns the social
housing segment, illustrated in figure 26. At the top, the number of rented social dwellings is shown.
Also, the number of actively searching tenants for social housing is outlined. The number of rented
social dwellings was 1.249 in the first half of 2018 and 1.157 in the second half of 2018. The number
of actively searching tenants decreased in the same period by 45 persons, from 19.187 tenants in the
first half of 2018 to 19.142 tenants in the second half of 2018. In the middle of figure 26, the chance
which home seekers have to find a social dwelling is illustrated. The chance to find a social dwelling
has decreased from 5,7% in the first half of 2017, to 4,2% in the second half of 2018. At the bottom
of figure 26, the average time is outlined that home seekers must wait for a social dwelling.
Compared with the first half of 2017, the average waiting time has increased from 10.5 years in 2017
to 11 years in the second half of 2018.

Figure 26. Development in number of rentals and actively searching persons (above), chance to find a social
dwelling (middle) and average waiting time (below) (Woningnet 2019 in Woningmarktmonitor Provincie
Utrecht, n.d.a).
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4.1.3 Spatial development strategy
The previous paragraph has shown important characteristics of the municipal housing market. For
example, the number of home seekers for social dwellings and the chance to find a social dwelling
illustrate the shortage of housing supply. To increase the supply of housing, the municipality of
Utrecht has the spatial development strategy, which is called ‘Utrecht kiest voor gezonde groei,
Ruimtelijke Strategie 2016’. In the spatial development strategy, areas are assigned for economic
development and for the development of housing. Also, the municipal investment strategy is
discussed (Gemeente Utrecht, 2016).
Figure 27 illustrates the areas that are assigned for development in the municipality. The economic
hotspots are coloured in red, for example the central station area, the city centre, Utrecht Science
Park and the district Leidsche Rijn (Gemeente Utrecht, 2016). Leidsche Rijn, which is marked in pink
in figure 27, is an important area for the development of the housing supply. In addition, areas such
as Jaarbeursterrein and Merwedekanaalzone are important for the development of dwellings.
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2016).

Figure 27. Development areas in the municipality of Utrecht (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018, p.6).

In the municipal spatial development strategy, the municipality emphasizes the increasing
importance of market actors in spatial planning. The municipality aims to be open and transparent
towards market actors. In projects, the attitude which the municipality deploys differs from a
liberating to a more steering and regulating attitude. The municipal role and the attitude in spatial
developments depends on municipal statutory authority (land-use plan), the size of the development
and the societal significance (Gemeente Utrecht, 2016). In cases of high societal significance, such as
the increase of the flow thorough between housing segments and the development of affordable
housing, the municipality considers a more controlling role (Gemeente Utrecht, 2016).
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According to the municipality of Utrecht, more involvement of market actors also means that the
financial contribution from these market actors could increase. Therefore, the municipality has
formulated an investment strategy which aims for transparency and clear expectation in spatial
developments. The investment strategy consists of the investments that are made or could be made
by the municipality. Also, the (financial) responsibilities for market actors, the municipality and other
governmental bodies are discussed. These responsibilities include (Gemeente Utrecht, 2016):







transformation of spatial developments;
redevelopment of public space;
increase in social and mid-rent housing supply;
more sustainable social housing;
subsidies for land development for exceptional situations;
risk reserve for cost recovery of spatial plans.

As mentioned in paragraph 2.2.1, types of cost recovery instruments are divided between the
development agreement (anterieure overeenkomst) and the land development contributions plan
(exploitatieplan) (Muñoz Gielen & van der Krabben, 2018). The municipality of Utrecht prefers the
use of the development agreement for spatial developments (Gemeente Utrecht, 2016). In the
municipal policy, contributions are required for the development of infrastructure, water
compensation activities, public green space and contribution for ecological zones (Gemeente
Utrecht, 2016). Although the development agreement has been preferred, the municipality
emphasizes the Spatial Planning Act, which enables to create a land development contributions plan.
This cost recovery tool, however, must comply with the following criteria: proportionality of
developer contributions (proportionaliteit), profitability from development (profijt) and the causality
(toerekenbaarheid) (Gemeente Utrecht, 2016).

4.1.4 Multi-annual perspective on urban development (MPSO)
From the general spatial development strategy, the municipal multi-annual perspective on urban
development zooms in to the project level of spatial developments. This policy document, which is
called ‘Meerjaren Perspectief Stedelijke Ontwikkeling’ (MPSO), consists of all municipal and privately
initiated spatial developments (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018a). In the MPSO, successively is explained:
the vision on healthy urban living, the development of prioritized areas such as Merwedekanaalzone
and Jaarbeursterrein, the municipal financial policy and the prospected housing development.
For the development of the municipal housing supply, MPSO emphasizes the increasing demand for
social housing and mid-rent housing. From the comparison of all spatial developments in the
municipality, a forecast is made by the municipality in which the supply of housing is illustrated
(figure 28). In the private rented segment, to which mid-rent housing belongs, 5.961 dwellings are
expected to be realized until 2020 (housing categories ‘Vrije sector huur overig’ and ‘Middenhuur
vrije sector’). The mid-rent segment, ‘Middenhuur vrije sector’, is expected to grow with 4.214
dwellings until 2020. Also, the social housing segment ‘Sociale huur’ is forecasted to grow with 3.354
dwellings between 2017 and 2020. The development of mid-rent dwellings is in line with the
provincial policy for the development of the housing market, called ‘Actie Agenda Woningmarkt 2018
– 2021’. This policy document is discussed in appendix G.
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Figure 28. Expected development of different housing segments in the municipality (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018a,
p.63).

The total forecasted development of housing supply from the municipal MPSO is subdivided in
different districts in figure 29. From 2018 to 2020, the highest development of housing is forecasted
in the district ‘West’, a total development of 2.173 dwellings. Furthermore, districts ‘Zuidwest’ and
‘Leidsche Rijn’ are expected to grow, successively by 2.091 and 2.039 dwellings. District ‘Zuidwest’
includes the highest growth in housing category ‘Middenhuur vrije sector’, a development of 653
dwellings in the mid-rent housing segment. In the city centre, ‘Binnenstad’, a growth of 451 mid-rent
dwellings is expected.

Figure 29. Expected development of different housing segments in different districts (Gemeente Utrecht,
2018a, p.64).
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4.1.5 Municipal instruments
In the previous paragraphs, the demography and the composition of the housing market of Utrecht is
outlined as well as the municipal vision and the spatial development strategy. The development of
the housing supply, specifically mid-rent dwellings, is primarily the responsibility of municipalities
(Vereniging van Nederlandse Gemeenten, 2017). In the municipal housing policy and spatial
development strategy, the development of mid-rent dwellings has been prioritized. In order to
increase the supply of housing, the municipality of Utrecht can make use of several instruments
(VNG, 2017), which are illustrated in figure 30.

Figure 30. Potential instruments for development of mid-rent housing (Vereniging van Nederlandse
Gemeenten, 2017, p.5).

The first municipal instrument is the municipal distribution of land. In case when the municipality
owns the land, the municipal position in spatial position is strong. For example, the municipality is
able to set preconditions to that land such as the differentiation in the housing program, the value or
the rental price of dwellings, the rental price increase and the land value (VNG, 2017). Such
preconditions can, however, affect land value, which means that a market actor could afford a lower
price for land to preserve financial opportunities for that specific part of land. An alternative to the
sale of municipal land is the use of tenders. In tenders, market actors can compete with each other in
which the best project proposition obtains the development right for that specific part of land.
Another alternative to the sale of land is the use of a lease contract (erfpacht) in which agreements
are made between the municipality and the market actor about the (temporary) use of land and the
use of buildings on that land. In case of the land lease contract, rent is paid instead of land price
(VNG, 2017).
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The second municipal instrument is the change of the land-use regulation. The land-use regulation
can be specified in different functions such as housing, industrial, retail, green, water and
infrastructure (Sorel et al., 2011). The change of the land-use regulation could be an initiative from
the municipality in case of being the owner of the land. Market actors are also able to initiate the
change in land-use regulation when these actors own the land. Since the 1st of January 2017, Dutch
municipalities are allowed to assign the mid-rent housing category to a part of land. The possibility to
assign social housing category already existed before this change. In the land-use plan, the
municipality is able to assign percentages of different housing categories, which affects the building
possibilities. Furthermore, concerning the social housing category, the Spatial Planning Act obliges
municipalities to define the target group for social dwellings in the land-use plan. For the mid-rent
dwellings, however, the designation of the target groups is not included in land-use plans (VNG,
2017).
The third municipal instrument is the housing ordinance of housing regulation
(Huisvestingsverordening), which is underpinned in the Dutch Housing Law (Huisvestingswet). The
housing ordinance is a public means that can be used to assign mid-rent housing dwellings to specific
groups. For example, a municipality can make use of allocation rules for people with a middle-income
or can assign a prioritized position for people who flow through from social housing to mid-rent
housing. The municipality is also able to determine to which housing categories these allocation rules
are subject to. An important aspect in the housing ordinance is the geographical level of the
regulation; the municipality is free to determine the spatial level of the rule. For example, the
allocation rules could be assigned to a specific district, neighbourhood, street or specific building
(VNG, 2017).
The fourth municipal instrument concerns agreements between the public and the private market
actors. Municipalities are obliged to arrange in annual agreements (prestatieafspraken) with housing
associations. Municipalities could use the same annual agreements for other market actors, such as
institutional investors (VNG, 2017).
The last municipal instrument that could be used by the municipality of Utrecht is increasing the role
of housing associations in the supply of mid-rent dwellings. Although SGEI and non-SGEI activities are
separated since the revision of the Housing Law in 2015 (appendix E), housing associations could play
a role in the mid-rent segment in case when the demand for mid-rent dwellings is specified in the
municipal housing policy (woonvisie) and housing associations have complied with the market
examination. Market examination (markttoets) is a national control measure in which housing
associations are controlled on their financial situation, to test the capacity and feasibility in the
associations’ role in the development of mid-rent housing (VNG, 2017). In case when the market
lacks to meet the demand for mid-rent dwellings, housing associations could contribute in the
development of the mid-rent segment.
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4.1.6 Land policy
Municipalities can deploy an active or a facilitating land policy approach, as mentioned in paragraph
2.2.1 (Needham, 2014a). In the municipality of Utrecht, a trend has been seen in which the number
developments by the use of the active land policy approach has decreased from 51 projects in 2012
to 17 projects in 2019. Decrease in the use of the active land policy means that the facilitating policy
gains increasing importance in the municipality of Utrecht (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018e).
In figure 31, different variants of collaboration that could be used by the municipality are outlined.
These variants of collaboration are viewed from the more facilitating approach in the left
(faciliterend) to more active land policy approach in the right (actief). These variants of collaborations
concern, from left to right, the private development (private ontwikkeling), the joint venture, the
building claim model, the public-private partnership and the public development (publieke
ontwikkeling) (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018e). In addition, figure 31 illustrates which market actor should
lead the development, specified for the four phases of the development process. The phases in the
development process are already discussed in paragraph 2.2.4. The type of collaboration between
the municipality and private market actors depends firstly on the municipal land ownership position.
More factors which affect the type of collaboration between the municipality and market actors are
the size and the complexity of spatial developments and the time span of the spatial developments
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2018e).

Figure 31. Different variants of collaboration in relation to different stages in project and types of land policy
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2018e, p.12).

From the active land policy approach, municipalities acquired land in order to steer spatial
developments. The land has been distributed and sold to market actors which develop the land.
Because the municipality of Utrecht deployed the active land policy approach, and actively acquired
land, the municipality has formulated policy for land prices of municipal land. The policy document is
called ‘Grondprijzen 2018’ (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018c). Although this document reviews land prices
for many functions, this paragraph discusses only the land policy for mid-rent dwellings. The land
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prices which the municipality requires for land that is assigned for the development of mid-rent
dwellings is illustrated in table 5. The land prices for single-family mid-rent dwelling are calculated
residually, with a maximum land price for specific rental price category. Residual calculation of land
means that the incomes from the development of the mid-rent dwellings are deducted with the
development costs. The ‘residue’ is the price that a market actor could afford for the land. For the
multi-family dwellings, the land price is set to a minimum and a maximum.

Table 5. Land prices for mid-rent housing (Own creation from Gemeente Utrecht, 2018c, p.10).

4.1.7 Housing policy
Paragraph 4.1.2 has shown the current situation on the municipal housing market; an unbalanced
supply and demand of housing. In order to create a more balanced housing market, the municipality
of Utrecht has formulated the housing policy in which five short-term policy directions are
emphasized (Gemeente Utrecht, 2019):






accelerating and (long-term) enhancing the development of housing;
flow through between different housing segments;
suitable housing supply for different groups;
sustainability and durability;
more mixed districts.

The municipal housing market policy focuses on accelerating and increasing the number of
developments in the municipality. The municipality of Utrecht has the ambition to create a social
housing supply of 35% of the total housing supply in 2040. For the mid-rent housing, the municipality
aims at 25% of the total housing supply in 2040. As a result of more development of dwellings, the
flow through between different housing segments should be improved. The flow through should also
result in more accessibility of affordable housing for different groups, such as low- and mid-income
groups. Moreover, the focus is on sustainable developments, which is in line with the ambition to
become a more energy efficient city (Gemeente Utrecht, 2019).
The last policy direction regards the ambition to create more differentiated districts with
differentiated housing segments, referred to as ‘more mixed districts’. For example, districts with a
high percentage of social housing supply should be increased with more mid-rent dwellings, instead
of more social housing. In order to create more mixed districts, the municipality of Utrecht has
created the ‘mixed zone’ concept, illustrated in figure 32. Figure 32 outlines which responsibilities
market actors and housing associations have on the municipal housing market. The housing
associations have the main responsibility for social housing and the market actors have the main
responsibility for the mid-rent housing segment, outlined in yellow in the mixed zone. The national
legislation that differentiates the social housing segment from the private rental market is discussed
in appendix E.
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Figure 32. Division in roles on the housing market in relation to different housing segments (Gemeente Utrecht,
2019, p.16).

The ambition for the development of different districts in the municipality of Utrecht is outlined in
figure 33. Concerning the mid-rent housing segment, which is illustrated in green in figure 33, the
ambition is to strongly increase or to lightly increase the number of mid-rent housing in all districts.
The municipality aims at more mid-rent dwellings in existing and future spatial plans. Furthermore,
agreements are made with housing associations to transfer the SGEI social dwellings to non-SGEI
segments, the mid-rent segment (appendix E).

Figure 33. Municipal desired housing development supply per district (Gemeente Utrecht, 2019, p.26).
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4.1.8 Mid-rent housing policy
The development of mid-rent dwelling has been prioritized in the spatial development strategy
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2018a). In order to steer on the quality of mid-rent dwellings and to stimulate
the development of the mid-rent housing segment, the municipality of Utrecht has formulated a
specific policy for the mid-rent housing segment.
The policy directions for the mid-rent housing segment are illustrated in table 6. The first policy
direction is the regulation of the rental prices, which aim at increasing the affordability of mid-rent
dwellings. Furthermore, the annual rental price increase has been set on the consumer price index
(CPI) plus an additional 1%. Moreover, the surface of mid-rent dwellings is regulated. In the
municipal policy, a subdivision is made between dwellings that are developed in the city centre and
the central station area and dwellings that are realized in other areas of the municipality. Dwellings
in the city centre could have a smaller surface than dwellings on other municipal areas. The last
measure from the policy is the period that mid-rent dwellings must be exploited as mid-rent
dwellings, which is at least 20 years. The period of exploitation is implemented to prevent that midrent dwellings will be sold, and would therefore not be available on the rental market. According to
the municipality of Utrecht, the principles from table 6 are used in tenders and during negotiations
with market actors about the development of dwellings (Gemeente Utrecht, 2017b).

Table 6. Principles of the municipal policy for mid-rent housing (Own creation from Gemeente Utrecht, 2017b,
p.12).
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5.

Results

The literature framework has been discussed, methodological choices and a detailed description of
the municipality of Utrecht. In this chapter, the research results are discussed. In the conceptual
model, as shown in figure 10 in paragraph 2.4, the relationships between the concepts collaboration
and the locational factors are illustrated; concepts which influence the development process of midrent housing. Due to the development process being socially constructed (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013),
and the results being based on the market actors’ views of the development process, this chapter
discusses the concepts from the conceptual model from their perspectives. Successfully, the aspects
location, collaboration and the development of mid-rent dwellings are discussed. After the results
are discussed, the discussion paragraph explains the research results in relation to the research
questions, the theoretical framework and the research approach.

5.1

Municipality of Utrecht

5.1.1 Location
The municipality possesses approximately one third of the available land within the city borders, due
to the deployed active land policy in the past. The rest of the available land is owned by private
market actors. In order to realize spatial planning goals, the municipality implements more of the
facilitating land policy and depends more on market actors. Therefore, the municipality emphasizes
the importance of dialogue with the market actors. Although the municipality has instruments such
as the land-use plan to steer developments, the municipality lacks power to enforce market actors to
develop. The municipality also experiences difficulties to determine these market actors’ strategies,
which increases the uncertainty whether spatial developments will take place.
In order to decrease the uncertainty, the respondents mentioned that it would help to create a landuse plan which sets the function of the land before market actors acquire that specific land. Such a
measure creates clear expectations for future developments for both market actors and the
municipality. However, such an instrument has also been seen as a very rigid instrument by the
municipality, which reduces the flexibility of spatial developments. A strict land-use plan could also
increase the number of claims for compensation as a result of for example decreased land values.
The advantage of such an instrument is that it provides a system in which developments do not
depend on the results of negotiations between public and private market actors.
Furthermore, according to the municipality, market actors complain frequently about the insufficient
supply of land, which could be used to develop mid-rent dwellings. The municipality emphasizes that,
although the availability of locations has been criticized, the discussion focuses more on the difficult
and long process of developing inner-city locations, instead of the availability of land. These innercity locations are for example former industry sited or parking lots for buses, which were situated out
of the city. Due to the growth of the city, these locations have become inner-city locations. The
difficult process of these locations concern multiple land ownership and for example the pollution of
the land. In addition, the municipality emphasizes that due to the growth of the city, the mobility
issue is another reason for the difficult process of inner-city locations.
In addition, the municipality mentions that there is a new generation within the city council which is
ambitious in spatial developments. For example, the ambition involves more densification of innercity locations and stringent sustainability goals. The respondents mentioned that the municipality has
a powerful position. The ambition to intensify inner-city locations had been written in the municipal
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‘Spatial Development Strategy’ in 2016. Such a document shows the municipal intention to change
the building possibilities of locations; therefore market actors have become more interested in
acquiring locations.

The quotation above shows that market actors have become interested in the municipal land. These
market actors were not all interested in the development of the land; there were market actors who
aimed to profit from the land value increase. In that case, the value increase goes to the former
owner, which means that the increase cannot be invested in the area anymore, for example to
finance public facilities or social housing. Another difficulty for the municipality is how to create a
business opportunity for those market actors, who paid a high price for their land. An example that
has been mentioned during interviews is the institutional investor Greystar. Greystar has become the
third owner of a part of land in the municipality in a short time. Due to the high price that is paid for
the land, the investor experiences difficulties to make profit from the development. The municipality
emphasized that the housing program and the spatial requirements were already known for that part
of the land, and therefore the municipality did not want to compromise the investor, buy for
example changing the housing program. Instead, the municipality stood their ground in negotiations.
The result was that the investor must now exploit the realized assets for a period of 40 or even 50
years for a break-even financial result.

5.1.2 Collaboration
As mentioned, the municipality depends on market actors to realize municipal spatial planning goals.
On the other side, the municipality emphasizes that market actors depend strongly on the
municipality as well. Market actors acquire land with the aim to change the land-use and to profit
from the land value increase. In order to change the land-use plan, market actors must require the
change of the land-use by the municipality; land-use regulation is the public responsibility. Due to the
land-use plan, the municipality has a strong position. The municipality, however, lacks the power to
enforce market actors to develop; therefore market actors have a strong position because they are
able to postpone spatial developments. Because the public and the private market actors are
interrelated in the development process, the municipality aims at common ground in collaboration
process.
The respondents from the municipality mentioned during interviews several factors which affect the
collaboration process. The first factor relates to the political environment; political choices affect the
spatial developments. Moreover, in line with the political environment, the respondents mentioned
that the short-term focus of the ‘college van burgemeester en wethouders’ has been seen as
problematic. The reason for this short-term vision is that the ‘college’ governs for a period of 4 years
until new elections are held. According to the respondents, the continuity of 4 years is too short to
invest in long-term relationships with market actors; developments continue much longer than 4
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years from the initiative phase to the realisation phase. The respondents emphasize the difference
with the 10 years duration of spatial developments.
Following the political organization, which municipalities are, another factor which affects the
collaboration process is the accumulation of municipal ambitions in projects. The municipality has
multiple public interests, and according to the respondents, accumulation of ambitions creates
impossible or problematic business cases. The result is lower financial feasibility of spatial projects.
The respondents therefore prevent an approach in which municipal ambitions are formulated for
every project separately and are adjusted to specific projects. Moreover, the respondents have
mentioned the political structure of municipalities, which affects the collaboration process.
According to the respondents from the municipality, the Land Administration Department (afdeling
grondzaken) and the Housing Department (afdeling wonen) have different interests in spatial
developments. The aim of the Land Administration Department is to make profit from land
development and the aim of the Housing Department is to increase the housing supply. The political
conditions play a role in which department gains more influence in spatial developments. The
following quotation illustrates how the double-hat dilemma has been experienced in the
municipality.

As the quotation above illustrates, the transparency about the internal choices that are made lacks
sometimes. The transparency in the negotiations process between the municipality and market is
other issue that is experienced by both the municipality and the private market actors, which seems
to lack in strategically negotiations. The land value of a potential development has been calculated
residually. The municipality believes that these calculations are based on assumptions and are
therefore (partly) subjective. The numbers which market actors present to the municipality are
subjective. Furthermore, the municipality believes that these calculations are a small part of the total
projects’ calculations and that market actors’ total financial picture is not transparent for the
municipality. The question that arises is whether the presented numbers are convincible and
acceptable for the municipality. Although the municipality aims for more transparency in the
negotiation process, it is according to the respondents difficult and not common in the development
process. The following quotation illustrates the practice of negotiations in the housing development
process.
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The transparency is one of the process conditions which play a role in the collaboration process.
According to the respondents, in the development process, transparency is interrelated with mutual
trust, goal and understanding. Moreover, awareness is mentioned as well as empathy for other
participants in the negotiations as important factors. The respondents mentioned that the
municipality of Utrecht is actively inviting market actors with the aim to improve the relations
between the municipality and the market actors. Therefore, the municipality has initiated a platform
that is called ‘Development Network Utrecht’.
In addition, several factors are mentioned which play a role on the project level. The first factor is the
flexibility in projects, which refers to the possibility to differentiate in the housing program. Market
actors and the municipality both aim at being flexible, which allows adjusting plans to market
circumstances. Moreover, although public and private actors aim to be flexible, the municipality
emphasizes their political culture with legal and democratic procedures. On the other side, market
actors are experienced by their focus on results and their direct attitude in collaboration process. In
addition, the use of each other’s knowledge and sources was mentioned. The municipality believes
that market actors have more knowledge of the market and the demand for dwellings, their
knowledge should therefore be involved in the process. The respondents also emphasized that the
municipal knowledge lacks sometimes, for example the knowledge about the current level of the
building costs and the development of the building costs.

5.1.3 Development of mid-rent housing
During the economic crisis of 2008, the municipality has experienced an explosion in the rental prices
of mid-rent dwellings. Simultaneously with increasing rental prices, the newly built mid-rent
dwellings were relatively small in relation to actual rental price. According to the municipality, the
project called Jan van Foreest by the developer MidNed Projectontwikkeling, was the reason for the
initiation for additional policy for mid-rent housing. In that project, relatively small mid-rent
dwellings were developed for prices up to the rental price level that belong to the expensive
segment. Although the developers’ were in line with the national legislation, the municipality of
Utrecht wanted to have more control about the rental prices and the quality of mid-rent dwellings.
The quality of mid-rent dwellings is defined as the surface, which is discussed in paragraph 4.1.8.
There is, however, a lot of criticism from market actors on the municipal policy for the mid-rent
housing segments. According to the municipality of Utrecht, it is bizarre that market actors are
critical about the initiated policy; market actors started to demand for the development of mid-rent
dwellings by their own. Market actors believe that the policy for mid-rent dwellings affect their
financial business case in spatial developments. The municipality emphasizes the awareness that
private market actors must be able to make profit, during interviews referred to as ‘the chimney
must smoke’. The municipality believes that market actors’ financial interest is taken into account,
because the annual rental price increase that market actors may apply is increased from the
consumer price level (CPI) to consumer price level plus 1%. Another criticism from market actors
regards the high land prices. The municipality emphasizes that land prices are calculated residually;
therefore land prices cannot be too high.
Moreover, market actors believe that the municipality of Utrecht has imposed the regulation on ongoing spatial developments. The respondents from the municipality mentioned that they had to
make a decision about which project should be subject to the policy and which not. The choice was
made to impose the policy on projects for which not yet a master plan was determined. These
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projects had to be renegotiated within the new policy framework for mid-rent dwellings. Despite of
the criticism that is discussed, the municipality believes that market actors’ willingness to invest in
the municipality has not changed; actors are still interested due to the confidence they have in being
able to rent out the realized mid-rent dwellings. The following quotation illustrates the municipal
stand on market actors’ willingness to invest in mid-rent dwellings in the municipality of Utrecht.

The quotation above also shows that the current policy is made for booming phases, and is therefore
temporary. The created housing policy for mid-rent dwellings is therefore tailored to specific
projects. The respondents from the municipality mentioned that, as a result of the tailored
agreements, market actors experience the feeling of inequality. The question that arises frequently is
why the specific market actors must develop a specific housing program, such as social dwellings,
and the other market actors must not. On the other side, tailor made agreements enable to adjust
the housing program to the market circumstances. Because the policy focuses at booming phases,
the respondents emphasize the need to monitor and adjust the policy when the market
circumstances change. Change of the policy directions, however, seems to be a sensitive topic among
market actors. As mentioned, mutual trust is an important factor in the collaboration process;
change of the municipal housing policy creates uncertainty and the feeling of unreliability of the
public body. The municipality aims to be a transparent and reliable partner in the development
process; therefore the housing policy for mid-rent dwellings is not expected to be changed in a short
time.

5.2

Developers

5.2.1 Location
Developers seek locations that are abandoned or not in use anymore, such as former industrial sites
or empty buildings. The respondents refer to the search of locations as placing mines in the mine
field. By placing these mines, which means acquiring locations, developers aim to increase the
chance to redevelop the location in order to profit from the value increase. Land ownership has
therefore been as an important and powerful means in the development process. The current
market in the municipality of Utrecht has been experienced by the developers as very competitive,
‘vechtmarkt’. Due to the high demand for land, the land prices increase which affects the financial
feasibility of spatial developments. Another factor that affects the financial feasibility seems to be
the raising building costs. As a result, some respondents had to change their strategy in the land
acquisition process. Instead of focusing on inner-city locations, some respondents prefer outer-city
locations which are less expensive. By acquiring cheaper locations, these market actors are more
able to develop affordable mid-rent dwellings. Another factor that plays a role, according to the
developers, is that the target group of mid-rent dwellings does not necessarily need to live in the city
center. Instead, potential inhabitants of mid-rent dwellings seem to prefer a location which
accessible by for example the train, car, bur or the metro.
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In addition, due to the high competition on the land market, the developers emphasized the need of
a good social network to gather information about potential available locations. According to the
respondents, the information about the potential locations is not transparent; the information from
the social network increases the chance to get involved in the acquisition process in an early phase.
An alternative to acquiring locations for the development of mid-rent dwellings is by participating in
municipal tenders. In municipal tenders, however, the municipality has a strong position; the
municipality is able to set several preconditions to the development. The developers also believe that
the chance to win a tender is low in relation to the costs that have to be made for the development
of a plan and the participation process. Respondents in this study prefer investing their money in the
collaboration process with the municipality of Utrecht instead of taking the financial risk in tenders.
The collaboration with the municipality is therefore seen as a really important factor; the municipal
approval and support is required.

5.2.2 Collaboration
According to the developers, market actors aim at increasing the profit from their investments, which
has been seen as a natural behaviour. In the development process, the developers experience that
they are a kind of risk managers. In the current planning system, land acquisition is a precondition for
development; the acquisition of land has been seen as a financial risk, which developers must take
before they are able to develop the land. Although the developers have a financial interest in the
development process, the respondents emphasize that municipalities also have financial interests
due to their double-hat dilemma. Therefore, the respondents mentioned that the financial interest is
the main conflicting factors between the public and the private sector.
Another factor that plays a role, which has been seen as a result of the strong municipal position, is
the requirements which municipalities set to spatial developments. Next to the financial interest,
municipal interest in spatial planning, the developers mentioned the accumulation of municipal
ambitions in inner-city developments as an issue. According to the respondents, the municipality of
Utrecht sometimes has too many ambitions in spatial developments which are not feasible anymore.
They emphasize that they also have ambitions; however, the municipal ambitions should be reason
from the public interest and should be more realistic about the requirements that are set to spatial
developments. The following quotation from the conducted interviews illustrates the developers’
stand.

There are more process conditions which affect the collaboration process between the municipality
and the developers. The first factor that is experienced by the developers is the decreased level of
trust in market actors in general, which has been an issue since the economic crisis. During the crisis,
several market actors took advantage of several municipalities; as a result municipalities nowadays
are more aware of the financial consequences. According to the developers, the real estate sector
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can make enormous profit and therefore municipalities have a reticent attitude. However,
developers feel it regrettable that all market actors have been generalized, since there are different
types of developers with different interests and goals in the development process. One of possible
explanations of the decreased trust in market actors that is mentioned by the respondents is the
transparency of the real estate sector. According to the developers, the real estate sector is not
transparent because market actors’ aim to protect their financial interest in the negotiation process.
The developers mentioned that the income from spatial projects is their salary, which sensitive
information and not common to reveal someone’s income. Although transparency is not common
yet, more transparent development process could be more efficient, due to less long negotiations
among private and public market actors.
Furthermore, during the collaboration process, the discussion about the division in housing program
has been mentioned as important issue. Social housing and mid-rent housing are in general less
lucrative to develop than owner-occupied housing. When market actors are transparent, this could
affect actor’s housing program and therefore their profitability. According to the developers, the
negotiation on the housing process has been experienced as a process of ‘pushing and pulling’. In line
with the housing program, during negotiations the question arises whether the presented financial
calculation does really represent the reality, and is seen as acceptable by the municipality. In order to
increase the mutual trust between public and private sector, developers mention the importance of
face-to-face contact. Respondents regard the municipal initiative, a platform called Network
Development Utrecht, in which relationships between actors are being stimulated as a positive
initiative. However, the development process is a competition market and during such meetings
inventions and actor’s developments are kept secret to other actors. Respondents mentioned that
due to the presence of their competition they are not keen to share information.
Moreover, several other process conditions are mentioned by the developers which affect the
collaboration. According to the respondents, the private and the public actors have different cultures
and different attitudes. The municipality has been seen as a slow kind of organization in which the
democratic characteristic of the government defines the culture. Therefore, developers understand
that municipal procedures and municipal decisions take a long time. On the contrary of the ‘slow’
character of the public bodies, developers are characterized as ‘fast’ organizations; developers are
able to switch between tasks and projects, have shorter management lines and are more flexible in
their working method. Due to different cultures and attitudes towards development, soft skills are
seen as very important to make the connection between different types of organizations, referred to
as different DNA’s. An example of a soft skill that has been mentioned is developers’ ability to
convince and to seduce the municipality in the negotiation process. Another example regards a
meeting with the municipality in which a project had been discussed. In this meeting, the developers
immediately started to talk about the drawings and the financial consequences. In contacts between
public and private sector, it is important to know each other and to create a safe basis for
negotiations, instead of acting to the point. Difference in each other’s cultures and attitude is
therefore an important aspect.
In addition, respondents emphasize the need of being open to each other’s ideas and perspectives as
an important process condition. The developers emphasize being open to each other, due to the
financial influence of mid-rent housing policy on private market actors. According to the developers,
the municipal policy maximizes the potential profits of mid-rent dwellings by the regulation in rental
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price and annual price increase. Simultaneously, the building costs are increasing which results into
lower financial feasibility of mid-rent housing projects. The developers experience that the
municipality is not really aware of the effects of their measures. Also, the building costs rise and the
developers experience that the municipality does not have full insight into the development and the
current value. Understanding each other and having insight in the effects of measures are important
factors in development; otherwise negotiations can fail due to the lack of mutual understanding.
According to the respondents, the more difference between market actors the more difficult the
collaboration process and the transparency in the process.
Next to the collaboration between the developer and the municipality, also another type of
innovative collaboration has been mentioned during interviews; collaboration between developers
and housing associations. According to the developers, developers who build and rent their dwelling
engage for a long time in the development process; especially in long and difficult processes of innercity developments. Due to their long-term interest, collaborations have been initiated with housing
associations, as associations have a long-term vision as well and are (partly) involved in the
development of mid-rent housing. Such an innovative collaboration has been seen as a strategy to
develop social housing and mid-rent housing by exchanging land positions between developers and
associations and to create a mix of housing, social and mid-rent housing. It has especially been seen
as advantageous in cities where there is a scarcity of space, for example in the city of Utrecht.
Another advantage of this innovative collaboration is improvement in the flow through from the
social segment to mid-rent housing segment, by setting allocation rules and by exchanging
inhabitants between actors. The last advantage of such an innovative collaboration according to the
respondents is the extreme way of transparency, as the developer and the housing associations
make use of a shared file in which both actors have insight in mutual financial results. As the
respondents mentioned, developers and housing associations are able to strengthen each other
strategically. Although this collaboration has been seen as advantageous, this collaboration occurs
yet incidentally on a long-term strategic level.

5.2.3 Development of mid-rent housing
As mentioned by the municipality of Utrecht, market actors are critical about the deployed policy for
the mid-rent housing segment. According to the developers, the additional regulation for mid-rent
dwellings leads to more requirements in projects which rise the development costs. Also the raising
construction costs and the regulated rental price level of mid-rent dwellings seem to affect the
financial feasibility of mid-rent housing projects. In combination with the risk of changing the landuse and the additional requirements to the housing program, the developers believe that inner-city
developments become less and less interesting business opportunities. The quotation below
illustrates the relation between the surface and the price of mid-rent dwellings. According to the
respondents, the rental price of dwellings has been determined by the market (demand and supply).
In case when the rental prices are regulated, the developers must decrease the quality of the design
and the surface of mid-rent dwellings, which is regulated as well in the municipal policy.
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In the municipal policy for mid-rent dwellings, the quality of the dwellings has been defined as the
surface. The developers emphasize, however, that quality cannot only be operationalized by the
surface of dwellings. According to them, quality also includes the details of mid-rent dwellings, such
as the doors and the finishing of the rooms. Concerning the quality of mid-rent dwellings, different
attitudes had been mentioned between developers. Developers with a long-term interest focus more
on the quality, due to the maintenance costs that they are responsible for in the future. Developers
with a short-term interest focus less on quality because these developers aim at the sale of their real
estate assets after the realization to other market actors, such as institutional investors.
Developers mention that institutional investors set their requirements for the dwellings they acquire,
referred to as program requirements (programma van eisen). These program requirements affect,
next to the requirements from the municipal policy, the financial result of projects. According to the
respondents, institutional investors had a strong and powerful position during the economic crisis.
Due to the lack of building capacity, developers approached institutional investors frequently to
acquire and finance developers’ spatial developments. Nowadays however, developers are in a
stronger position due to high investments in real estate. Therefore, developers experience less
necessity to build rental dwellings for institutional investors. Developers can also develop owneroccupied dwellings as these dwellings enable to make higher profit. Although mid-rent dwellings
have been seen as an interesting investment opportunity due to the long-term stable income and the
low market risk, some developers see mid-rent dwellings as a matter of expense in projects instead
of a business opportunity. During interviews, the mid-rent dwellings are even compared with the
costs that have to be made for the development of social housing. The developers experience that
due to the requirements that are set to mid-rent dwellings, the profitability of building these
dwellings decreases.
There are several problems that developers experience as a result of the municipal regulation of the
mid-rent housing segment. In general, developers believe in the idea of a free market. Within the
free market idea, increasing building costs means a higher price of dwellings. In for example the
owner-occupied market, the extra costs can be passed on to the buyer of the dwelling. For the midrent housing segment in the municipality of Utrecht, however, the rental prices are regulated to a
maximum. Therefore, the developers experience the feeling that the financial consequences of the
regulation are passed on to market actors instead of the municipality. On the contrary to the
municipal regulation of mid-rent dwellings, developers see increasing prices of dwellings as an
opportunity to finance more difficult and more expensive inner-city projects in Utrecht. According to
the developers, the increasing popularity of Utrecht is the new reality which must be accepted by the
municipality.
Furthermore, developers have some critical remarks on the municipal policy for mid-rent housing.
The first remark concerns the period of governing of the ‘college van burgemeester en wethouders’.
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According to the developers, this four year period is too short and has been experienced as uncertain
for future developments. The second remark is about the long-term validity of the policy, and the
ability to adjust the policy to the market circumstances. The third critical remark is about the
allocation of mid-rent dwellings, the control of the annual rental price increase of mid-rent dwellings
and the control of inhabitant’s incomes in the future. In the current situation, the incomes are
controlled during the phase in which the contract is signed; however, a long-term income check does
not take place. The last remark concerns the provision of building permits in general. During
interviews an example has been mentioned about a specific mid-rent housing project. In the project,
the height of the doorstep deviated from the municipal requirements. The request for the building
permit had been declined and the developer had to request a new permit and follow the municipal
procedure again. Instead, the developer would prefer a more flexible solution in which the permit
should be granted on the condition that the doorstep should be adjusted. The question is to what
extent the wrong doorstep height is problematic in the whole development. Developers therefore
request for more flexibility in procedures, which contributes to the municipal ambition to increase
and accelerate the development of mid-rent dwellings.

5.3

Institutional investors

5.3.1 Location
For the interviewed institutional investors, Utrecht and Amsterdam are the core regions for the
development of mid-rent housing. The municipality of Utrecht has a well-functioning economy, welleducated population and an enormous demand for dwellings in all segments. The respondents
mention that institutional investors do not actively acquire locations themselves; acquisition of
location is mostly done by developers. Although institutional investors do not acquire and own
locations, they do actively search for opportunities to develop dwellings on. Institutional investors
conduct research from a national to a local level. On for example the economic level, the type of
inhabitants and their education level are being studied for specific locations. Interesting potential
locations are examined more deeply, for example on aspects such as the accessibility by public
transport and the level of amenities in the surroundings. Such examination has been done by the use
of own data from their renters as well as external data which even enables to study locations on the
postal code level.
Institutional investors emphasize that they invest the money from pension funds. Pension funds have
different strategies about how to invest their money and have therefore different requirements for
their real estate assets they invest in. Pension funds’ requirements consider aspects such as the
location, the sustainability of dwellings, the energy efficiency of the dwellings, the level of
concentration of dwellings, the surface and the design. Pension funds’ strategy mostly has been
affected by their total capital. For example, according to the respondents, wealthier pension funds
can afford more expensive locations which are more energy efficient and sustainable. Respondents
emphasize that the program requirements that are set by pension funds are quite demanding. In the
current housing market in the municipality of Utrecht, the question arises whether institutional
investors are able to achieve pension funds’ goals. The reason is the high competition from other
investors and the owner-occupied housing segment. During the interviews, the comparison had been
mentioned with a woman: even though you have a lot of requirements, sometimes you have to make
concessions. A result of the competitive market is that institutional investors consider to actively
being involved in spatial developments from in an early stage. The quotation below illustrates that
the acquisition/development of mid-rent dwellings is seen as a game of risk and profit. Although
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pension funds are allergic of risks, the current situation on the market sometimes requires more
active role in spatial developments.

Despite of the fact that the projects in the municipality of Utrecht involve more risks, the
respondents emphasize the guarantee to rent the realized dwellings, due to the high demand. In the
interviews, institutional investors also mentioned some preferences which they take into account in
developments. For example, institutional investors prefer three room apartments instead of a two
room apartment, even though the surface is the same. Maisonettes and studio dwellings show
problems with renting, as these types of dwellings are less preferred by home seekers. Furthermore,
institutional investors experience that parking spaces on inner-city locations are expensive for
inhabitants. On inner-city locations, inhabitants prefer to travel by public transport in order to save
money to be able to afford their rental dwelling. A result of this phenomenon is that parking spaces
remain empty. In such cases, institutional investors must be creative about the way how to rent the
parking space without increasing the rental price for the inhabitants of their dwellings. An example
that has been mentioned is renting parking space to external people who live in the surroundings. On
the other side, parking places are required to maintain the multifunctional use of real estate, which
increases the chance to rent dwelling on the long-term.

5.3.2 Collaboration
According to the respondents, institutional investors have a long-term interest in spatial
developments, as they possess and rent their assets for a long time after the realization. It is
therefore important that they are involved early in the development process to think along and to
have their influence on developments. There are several advantages of involving investors in the
process, instead a ‘turnkey’ transaction of real estate assets in the end of the process. According to
the investors, the municipal and investor’s interests are on the long-term perspective in line;
accelerating the development of mid-rent dwellings which are accessible, affordable and of quality.
Furthermore, investors can contribute in the process by their knowledge of the market and their
knowledge of real estate assets, referred to as the ‘product’. Involving and participating in the
development process also involves investor’s financial contribution projects. For example, a more
qualitative public space can be created due to the developer’s financial contribution to the project.
As the respondents mentioned, however, the financial aspect causes a barrier in the collaboration
between investors and developers. The municipality has their own financial interest in spatial
developments. Whether the financial aspect plays a role depends of to what extend investors are
financially involved in the project, referred to as ‘to what extend the actor’s wallet participates’.
Concerning investors’ participation in mid-rent housing projects, the introduction of the housing
policy in 2014 has been experienced as a blunder. According to the respondents, institutional
investors had not been involved in the collaboration process and were not able to think along about
the policy. This occurrence is seen as a missed opportunity, which has resulted in some friction and
tension and therefore contributed to market actors’ criticism. In 2017 the policy for mid-rent housing
had been revised in which institutional actors were involved. Although the revision has been
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experienced as a ‘repair meeting’, market actors emphasize the fresh wind which has been brought
to the municipality of Utrecht. According to the respondents, nowadays the municipality of Utrecht
has brought their professionalism and capacity to a higher level. Involvement of investors creates the
feeling of trust in market actors and increases the willingness to invest in mid-rent dwellings in the
municipality of Utrecht.
Although the willingness to invest in the city has increased, there are several process conditions
which influence the collaboration process. According to the repondents, the collaboration between
municipalities and institutional investors is relatively new compared to municipal relations with
housing associations. Therefore, the discussion in the collaboration process is caused by the fact that
municipalities are unfamiliair with the methods for the calculation of projects, the valuation methods
and the institutional investors’ goals and interests in spatial developments. The unfamiliarity leads to
a misunderstanding of the goals and interests of institutional investors, the respondents emphasize
that they have a societal goal with investing in real estate; the profits that are made are used to pay
pensions. In the collaboration with the municipality, and even housing associations, the respondents
mentioned that the lack of knowledge about the goals and the practices of institutional investors had
resulted in a defensive attitude. The following quotation from an interview with an institutional
investors illustrates such a situation during the collaboration process.

Although there seems to be a lack of knowledge about institutional investors, the respondents
emphasize that the municipality of Utrecht actively seeks collaboration with market actors. The
municipality creates an environment, the meetings called ‘Development Network Utrecht’, in which
open dialogue with market actors and among them is enabled. However, such sessions cannot be
seen as the solution for the long-term collaboration. Transparency of the real estate sector has been
mentioned as an important factor. According to the respondents, during meetings other market
actors are present, which causes them to not be completely open about possible information they
possess. In addition, institutional investors emphasize that market actors must understand each
other’s goals and interests, which is connected to the municipal unfamiliarity of investors. Other
factors that influence the collaboration process are the short-term political focus of the ‘college van
burgemeester en wethouders’. There are more investors active in the municipality than housing
corporations, which hinders the share of information and the possibility to gain a trustful relationship
between the municipality and the institutional investors. A social network is very important, for
example with the alderman or the head of the Land Development Department. According to the
institutional investors, such a social network helps to establish collaborations on a higher level in the
municipal organization.
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5.3.3 Development of mid-rent housing
According to the respondents, the governmental regulation of the housing market creates the
scarcity in the housing supply. For example, the social housing segment has been regulated and the
owner-occupied housing segment has been financially benefited. Although there is some
understanding for the governmental regulation of the market, the quotation below refers to the
effects of the national policy on the mid-rent dwellings. As a result of the focus on social dwellings,
there is a shortage of mid-rent dwellings nowadays. According to the respondents, the solution that
is preferred is not to regulate the housing market more, but to leave the development of mid-rent
dwellings to market actors.

Although the respondents prefer more free market, the municipality of Utrecht has created policy for
mid-rent dwellings with the aim to stimulate and to control the development of mid-rent dwellings in
the municipality of Utrecht. According to the institutional investors, the municipal regulation of the
mid-rent segment means in fact that the social housing segment has been expanded. The
respondents emphasize that they focus on the private market, and not on renting regulated social
dwellings. Private rental segment should therefore not be regulated, it must be a free market
segment as the Dutch term does suggest; vrije huursector. In addition, due to the failing national
housing policy, the respondents believe that the municipal regulation for mid-rent dwellings is an
‘emergency measure’ (noodknop). The following quotation shows institutional investors’ opinion that
the discussion focuses more on the policy aspect instead of the question how to increase the total
supply of mid-rent dwellings in the municipality. More supply would make the additional policy
redundant.

Although the investors believe that more development is the only solution for the scarcity of the
mid-rent dwellings in the municipality of Utrecht, there are several critical statements about the
deployed policy for mid-rent dwellings. The first statement concerns the surface of mid-rent
dwellings in the city center, which must be between 40 and 60 square meters. As these dwellings are
relatively small, the policy assumes that families are not able to live within the city center. The
second statement concerns the time of introduction of the policy, which affects the rental price of
mid-rent dwellings. According to the respondents, dwellings that are for example realized in 2017
will have a higher rental price than dwellings realized in 2018. Although the policy is aimed at
increasing the affordability, it also creates unequal rental prices between different spatial
developments. It is also possible that such skewness of the rental price levels takes place on the level
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of singular buildings. Due to the annual rental price increase, it is possible that the price of a dwelling
that is rented for a longer time can be higher than the price of a dwelling that is rented for a shorter
time. The municipality must therefore be aware of the side effects of their policy for mid-rent
housing.
Moreover, there are other factors that play a role in the development process of mid-rent housing in
the municipality of Utrecht. According to the respondents, the regulation in combination with the
high land prices creates an unattractive situation to invest in Dutch mid-rent dwellings. Investors
invest their money in mid-rent dwellings as an alternative to the bonds. The profit from these
investments must therefore be higher than the bonds, due to the higher risk of investing in real
estate. Respondents emphasize that pension funds are not obliged to invest in the Dutch dwellings;
foreign dwellings are a business opportunity as well. The question that arises is to what extent Dutch
municipalities desire foreign market actors to invest in real estate, since they may have a different
objective and scope for their dwellings.
Other factors are the public and private interest in the development of mid-rent dwellings. Although
both investors and municipalities have a long-term perspective, municipalities have their public
interest and their own financial interest. Respondents emphasize that it is understandable that
municipalities try to gain the best deal, but there is a maximum about what is realistic and feasible.
Being ambitious is also understandable, as pension funds also have ambitions such as realizing
sustainable dwellings. However, ambitions must be considered per project instead of accumulating
ambitions for each project. Also the municipal procedures are mentioned as a relevant factor that
affects the developments of mid-rent dwellings. According to the respondents, the procedures and
policy are inconsistent, due to the introduction of the landlord charges (verhuurdersheffing) and the
policy for mid-rent dwellings. Such inconsistency and the time of municipal procedures creates
uncertainty; ‘pension funds are allergic to risks’. The last factor that has been mentioned is the image
of institutional investors in the real estate industry. The respondents experience that institutional
investors have been generalized and compared with different actors, such as actors who aim for a
short-term profit from dwellings. The fact that institutional investors are reliable and have a societal
role as well is not well-known. Therefore, this image must be changed in the process. Although such
image is difficult to change, respondents are actively informing and promoting investor’s role in the
development process as well as their goals, interests and working methods.
Concluding, this paragraph discussed several factors on location choice, the collaboration process
and the development of mid-rent dwellings, which relations are outlined in the conceptual model in
paragraph 2.4. In order to be able to make a comparative analysis of market actors, table 7 outlines
and summarizes the main research results. This comparative analysis is used for the discussion
paragraph, as well as for the conclusion in chapter 6.
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Table 7. Summary of research results (Own creation, 2019).
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5.4

Discussion

This study focused on locational choices for the development of mid-rent housing and the barriers
and opportunities that occur during the development process in the municipality of Utrecht. The
model of DiPasquale and Wheaton is used to explain the housing market (Eskinasi, 2011). As Adams
and Tiesdell (2013) mention in their book, the development process is a socially constructed process.
Therefore, the collaboration process is also explained and operationalized, using the theory of
Hoogerwerf and Herweijer (2014). In addition, the book of Atzema et al. (2012) is used to explain
several locational theories. The research results, as outlined in the previous paragraph, are gathered
from semi-structured interviews, because this study employed a qualitative research approach. The
results are market actors’ views of the housing development process. Therefore, this paragraph
reviews the research findings with the existing literature in order to find alternative interpretations
and explanations, as well as limitations of the current research.

5.4.1 Location
The first research question regards market actor’s locational choices for the development of mid-rent
dwellings. In the literature framework, several views on locational choices are discussed. The classical
theory focuses on the costs and profits of a location; the best choice is the location with the most
optimal profitability, production and transportation costs (Atzema et al., 2012). The study of Capital
Value (2019) and Buitelaar and van Schie (2018) emphasize that building costs play an important role
in location choice. Also, increasing prices of labour, materials, equipment increase the costs of the
development process. Kes, Mouser and ten Have (2019) contribute that capacity problems in the
development sector lead to a lower residual price. According to the authors, the disrupted relation
between costs and market value of apartments is a problem. As market actors have a financial
interest, the expectation was that the classical location theory was applicable to the development of
mid-rent housing in the municipality of Utrecht. The findings of the current research are in line with
this expectation; respondents mentioned the land price as a very important factor in the
development of mid-rent dwellings. Also, the housing program and the number of dwellings that are
allowed to be realized play an important role in their locational choices. These findings assume the
(low) financial potential of locations in the municipality of Utrecht play an important role in the
choice of market actors to develop mid-rent housing.
The second location theory, the neo-classical theory, includes the consumer in the theory; in this
case study the inhabitants of the mid-rent dwellings. According to this theory, the locational choice is
made based on whether the consumer will inhabit the location; if the products costs rise the costs
for the inhabitant rise and they will choose other dwellings. Therefore Atzema et al. (2012) conclude
that when the production costs are too high, the production moves to a location that is more
affordable for inhabitants. The market actors of the current research follow this theory; they
explained that inner-city developments are difficult and include high investments. In order to keep
the mid-rent dwellings affordable for the future residents, some actors prefer to choose locations
outside the city center in the municipality of Utrecht. High production costs therefore also seem to
be an important factor for the development of mid-rent housing, which contributes to existing
literature on location factors.
In addition, the behavioural theory and the institutional theory are discussed. According to the
behavioural theory, market actors cannot access all relevant spatial information in the locational
choice process (Atzema et al., 2012). Due to this lack of information locational choices can be led by
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biased and emotional aspects instead of rational considerations, which causes actors to not find the
most (financially) optimal location (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013). In line with the behavioural theory, the
institutional theory assumes that market actors show opportunistic behaviour to fulfil their selfinterest at the expense of others. Therefore, the government has set institutions to protect
vulnerable target groups on the housing market, e.g. mid-income groups (Atzema et al., 2012).
Michielsen, Groot and Veenstra (2019) and Centraal Planbureau (2017) contribute that municipalities
limit the availability of land for the spatial quality and societal goals. In the study of Centraal
Planbureau (2010), the asymmetric availability of information is mentioned as a reason for the
governmental interference. The market actors of the current research also experienced making
biased or opportunistic choices, due to the lack of information. They attribute this to the not
transparent character of real estate sector and the lack of available locations for development.
Therefore, respondents must actively approach their social network for information about locations
in order to be early involved in the acquisition process. These findings suggest that when information
about locations becomes transparent, locational choices can be made more rational and therefore
more beneficial for the society (and the development of mid-rent housing). Transparency is another
contribution which could result in better location choice and more effective policy for mid-rent
dwellings.
According to the study of Centraal Planbureau (2010), land is a heterogenic product which means
that the popularity of land depends on locational factors. Remarkable about the information
gathered from respondents however, is that although market actors explore the locational factors of
a location, due to the shortage of locations these factors seem not to be decisive for their locational
choice. Land price seems to be most important in their decision making process. This can be
explained by research of Kes, Mouser and ten Have (2019), which has shown that municipalities have
a strong influence on locational choice and can steer these choices by the land-use plan and land
policy. The study of Centraal Planbureau (2010) emphasizes that ownership of land gives market
actors a strong position on the market, since municipalities need the land for their development
plans. According to the respondents of the current research, the municipality of Utrecht depends
strongly on market actors and experiences difficulties with determining market actor’s goals for the
ownership of the land. An example is uncertainty about whether market actors actually want to
develop the property or if they want to resell it with profit. Although the municipality aims to protect
the affordability and availability of housing for inhabitants, which is in line with the institutional
theory, in practice the municipality seems to not be able to live up to this aim.

5.4.2 Collaboration
The second research question regards the collaboration process, barriers and opportunities that
market actors deal with. The literature on the collaboration process, discussed in chapter two,
concerns municipal, developers’ and investors’ interests, goals, roles and their interrelation in the
development process. In the book of Adams and Tiesdell (2013), the development process has been
characterized as a social process in which relations between market actors are based on trust and
nurtured over many years. The short-term focus of the ‘College van burgemeester en wethouders’
(due to the change in formation every 4 years) has been experienced as a barrier for the
development process. According to respondents, as a result long-term spatial developments
encounter different policies which can cause obstructions. The research findings support the studies
of Deloitte Real Estate Advisory & Partnerships (2017) and Kes, Mouser and ten Have (2019). The
authors claim that the municipal mandate should not entail a period of 4 years; it should instead be
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linked to the period of real estate developments. This suggests that altering the duration of the
municipal mandate, may have a positive outcome for the development of mid-rent housing. The
duration of the municipal mandate is another scientific contribution, as it could result in more
effective policy for mid-rent dwellings.
Collaboration is essential for the development process (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013). Therefore literature
about process conditions which play a role in the collaboration between market actors in the
municipality of Utrecht is reviewed (Hoogerwerf & Herweijer, 2014). Deloitte (2017) made a
comparison between private and public perceptions on each other’s role, in the period before and
after the economic crisis in 2008. According to this research private market actors believe that
municipalities have (too) high ambitions (such as sustainable dwellings) that they want to achieve,
without taking the financial consequences into account. They also believe that municipalities solely
want to involve them in the development to gain financial support from them. On the other side,
municipalities believe that private market actors aim to make maximum profit and that market
actors acquire land in order to require co-operation from the municipality (Deloitte, 2017). After the
economic crisis, the attitude towards spatial planning has changed from an integral planning
approach to a more organic planning approach, referred to as planning by invitation (Buitelaar &
Bregman, 2016). According to Deloitte (2017) however, the existing private and public perceptions
on each other did not change, for example due to the transparency in the housing development
process. These perceptions are also found in the current research. Respondents mentioned the
following issues in the collaboration process; trust, transparency, finance, effective communication,
share of knowledge and information, mutual understanding and the ability to compromise. These
conditions are the scientific contribute to the literature about the collaboration process.

5.4.3 Development of mid-rent housing
The third research question regards the development process of mid-rent housing in the municipality
of Utrecht. The model of DiPasquale and Wheaton (Eskinasi 2011; van Dam & Eskinasi, 2013) is used
to explain how housing markets function and which factors determine the prices of dwellings on
these markets. This model has shown how different sub-markets theoretically interrelate with each
other, such as the investment market and the development of the construction market. The
theoretical model of DiPasquale and Wheaton shows a cyclical character of housing markets.
However, the housing market does not show a development cycle in the development practice
(Evers, Kooijman & van der Krabben, 2011). The first assumption that is made in the model of
DiPasquale and Wheaton is that each location and each real estate asset have similar characteristics.
In practice, however, Buitelaar and van Schie (2018) emphasize that each location has its own
dynamic and complex interplay between obtaining support for the project, the housing program, the
design (drawing), the exploitation (calculation) and the legislation from the Physical Planning Act.
Furthermore, aspects such as polluted soil, archaeological discoveries or societal resistance against
the development play a role in the development process (Buitelaar & van Schie, 2018). These aspects
are also experienced by market actors in the current research, therefore it can be concluded that the
cyclical model of DiPasquale and Wheaton does not apply to the development process in the
municipality of Utrecht.
Moreover, the model of DiPasquale and Wheaton assumes that the housing stock can change by
construction and demolition of real estate (Eskinasi, 2011). Centraal Planbureau (2017) emphasizes
that the increase of the stock is not only the result of newly built real estate assets, which is the focus
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in the current study. An alternative to increase the mid-rent housing segment is reconstruction of
existing assets, for example transforming an office into housing. Another alternative to increase midrent dwellings includes shifting social dwellings from housing associations into the mid-rent segment,
for example because rental prices have increased above the ‘liberalisatiegrens’ level. The side effect
of this alternative is that social dwellings leave the social housing segment, which negatively
influences the availability of dwellings for the lower income groups. These two alternatives may not
be as suitable for the market according to the respondents, because market actors seemed to be
limited by many rules that are set by the government.
Furthermore, another alternative for the development of mid-rent dwellings is more involvement of
housing associations. The division of SGEI and non-SGEI makes it more difficult for housing
associations to develop non-SGEI mid-rent dwellings. Although the market examination for housing
associations (markttoets) is expected to be more liberalized, which should make it easier for housing
associations to develop non-SGEI mid-rent dwellings (Capital Value, 2019), the question is to what
extent associations are able to contribute to the mid-rent dwelling supply. The reason is housing
associations’ obligation to make their asset more sustainable; dwellings must have the sustainability
label B (Capital Value, 2019). The respondents in the current study see opportunities in more
development of mid-rent dwellings by housing associations, especially in times of high demand as
currently occurs in the municipality. The liberalisation of the markttoets could enable housing
associations to contribute to the development of mid-rent dwellings.
In addition, the model of DiPasquale and Wheaton assumes that there is interrelation between the
different sub-markets, for example the property and the land market (Eskinasi, 2011). In practice,
however, these markets do not necessarily respond to changes in demand for dwellings, as the
current situation in the municipality of Utrecht illustrates. Although there is a high demand in the
municipality, the market is not capable of increasing the supply. According to the respondents in the
current study, spatial planning plays an important role in the dysfunction of the housing market. For
example, land-use plans regulate the availability and use of land, which affects the housing prices
(Kes, Mouser & ten Have, 2019; Michielsen, Groot & Veenstra, 2019). Centraal Planbureau (2017)
contribute that regulation affects the housing prices. This argument has also been mentioned by the
respondents for the mid-rent housing. According to them, extra regulation affects the financial
feasibility of dwellings. In the study of Buitelaar and van Schie (2018), the governmental procedures
for approval of land-use plans and building permits play a role in delay of the development of
dwellings. The respondents in this study have mentioned that the municipal procedures are a barrier
in the development process, as well as a lack of flexibility in these procedures. Therefore, the
research findings in the current study support the study of Buitelaar and van Schie (2018). The lack of
flexibility in procedures is another scientific contribution which affects the collaboration process and
the housing development process in general.
Another relevant discussion point about the Dutch housing market regards the government’s
financial influence of the housing market, in specific the social rental segment and the owneroccupied housing segment (Centraal Planbureau, 2010). This governmental interference affects the
functioning of the housing market. The respondents in this study mentioned that mid-rent dwellings
are not financially supported, which influences the position of mid-rent dwellings in the market. The
respondents in this study contribute that the regulation in the municipality of Utrecht is a result of a
failing national housing policy. They even experience that instead of operating in a free market, the
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social housing segment has been expanded, and in combination with the extra regulation for midrent dwellings the profitability has been influenced. Centraal Planbureau and Planbureau voor de
Leefomgeving (2016) conducted a study about the functioning of the housing market. In their study,
they claim that reducing subsidies, making the market more ownership neutral (eigendomsneutraal)
for the social and owner-occupied housing would create more effectiveness on the market on the
long-term; lower housing prices and a more equal division in housing consumption. The research
findings on the mid-rent housing support the study of CPB and PBL (2018). It can therefore be
assumed that reducing subsidies for social and owner-occupied housing could improve the position
of market actors and the development of mid-rent dwellings on the long run.
The last assumption that has been made in the model of DiPasquale and Wheaton, which is in line
with the profitability of dwellings, regards the market sensitivity to the interest rates (PBL & ASRE,
2013). During interviews, the monitoring of the mid-rent housing policy was been mentioned as an
important aspect for the development process. Capital Value (2019) mentions in their study that the
developments on the housing market are steered by the economic circumstances. Groot, Vogt, van
der Wiel and van Dijk (2018) contribute that the interest rates are low at the moment, and as a result
of low interest, institutional investors are more interested in investing in dwellings. The respondents
in the current study mentioned that the institutional investors’ willingness to invest depends on
these economic conditions, which are subject to changes. This information suggests that investors’
interest in Dutch real estate is temporary and may change due to changes in economic
circumstances. Therefore, in order to attract investors’ capital, the effects of the municipal policy
should be well-considered, as it may affect the development of mid-rent dwellings in the municipality
of Utrecht.
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6.

Conclusion

The last chapter in this study concerns the conclusion in which the research questions are answered.
Moreover, in the second paragraph the recommendations are formulated for the praxis and further
research. The last paragraph regards a critical reflection on the research process, the research
methods and the research results.

6.1

Conclusion

The national housing market policy has resulted in a low share of mid-rent dwellings (Vlak et al.,
2017; Jonker-Verkaart & Wassenberg, 2015). Since the reformations of the national housing market
policy, social dwellings have become less accessible and owner-occupied dwellings have become
more expensive due increasing housing prices. The average waiting time for a social dwelling in the
municipality of Utrecht counted 11 years in the second half of 2018 and the average housing price of
owner-occupied dwellings is € 352.000, and is still increasing (Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a).
Simultaneously, the total number of inhabitants and the number of households is increasing; as a
result the supply stays behind the demand (Gemeente Utrecht, 2017b). In order to increase the
supply of mid-rent dwellings, the municipality had implemented additional policy for the mid-rent
housing segment. Market actors are, however, critical about the effects of the policy on the housing
development process. Therefore, the following research question was formulated:
Which factors determine institutional investors’, developers’ and municipal locational choice for the
development of mid-rent housing and how can this knowledge result into policy for mid-rent housing
while taking into account the experienced barriers and opportunities?
The first sub-question was to what extent do factors derived from the literature play a role in
municipal, institutional investors’ and developers’ locational choice for development of mid-rent
housing in the municipality of Utrecht? Several locational theories are discussed (Atzema et al.,
2012). The behavioural theory seemed to be relevant in the study (Atzema et al., 2012), because the
accessibility of information about locations is mentioned as an issue. The classical theory was also
useful, since the production costs, in the study building costs, seemed to affect the financial
feasibility of developments. The neo-classical location theory, however, was not useful. According to
this theory, market actors move to other locations when the costs are too high. Despite high building
costs, respondents emphasized their interest in investing in mid-rent dwellings in the municipality of
Utrecht. The central place theory did not seem applicable to this study either. This theory
approaches the location choice from the demand for amenities (Atzema et al., 2012), however, due
to online shopping inhabitants depend less on the physical amenities.
In addition, locational factors are outlined in the literature framework (Schirmer, Axhausen & van
Eggermond, 2014). The first factor that was mentioned by interviewed the market actors is the
shortage of available land for developments. The municipality believed, however, that the availability
of land is not the issue in the municipality of Utrecht. Instead, the process to change ideas into landuse plans seemed to be the issue. The case study information showed that 1.975 dwellings could be
built in accordance with land-use plans (harde plancapaciteit), 41.165 dwellings could be build more
when master plans and spatial visions (zachte plancapaciteit) become determined in land-use plans
(Provincie Utrecht, n.d.a). In addition, the number of released building permits plays an important
role in housing development process. However, the case study information from Provincie Utrecht
(n.d.a) was not up to date at the moment of writing this study. Moreover, the mobility and
accessibility seemed to play a role in the location choice. Increase in the supply of dwellings, also
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means that mobility issues must be well-considered in spatial planning. All in all, the locational
factors were very relevant to this study. However, literature on the points of interest, such as schools
and sport facilities, seemed to be of less importance.
The second sub-question was to what extent do municipality, institutional investors and developers
take into account each other’s interests and goals in their mutual collaboration and what barriers
and opportunities do these actors deal with? In the literature on collaboration process, several
interests, means and process conditions are discussed (Hoogerwerf & Herweijer, 2014). The first
important issue that seemed to play a role in the collaboration process is the municipal two-hat
dilemma, also mentioned in the DiPasquale and Wheaton model on the housing market (Eskinasi,
2011). Furthermore, the respondents mentioned the ability to compromise in projects; the change of
the land-use and the housing depend on collaboration among actors (Needham, 2014a). In addition,
interviewed market actors experienced that the municipality of Utrecht has an open attitude towards
ideas and perspectives. However, market actors also emphasize their need for mutual understanding
and trust in market actors, which image seemed to be damaged since the economic crisis. The last
important finding is the accessibility of information and use of each other’s sources. As the
behavioural theory emphasized (Atzema et al., 2012), the availability and the use of information
affects the locational choice, it seems that market actors require more share of knowledge and
information in the housing development process. The literature on the collaboration process
(Hoogerwerf & Herweijer, 2014) and the market actors (Adams & Tiesdell, 2013) was necessary and
useful to answer the research questions.
The third sub-question was what recommendations can be derived from the comparative analysis of
market actors’ locational choice and experienced barriers and opportunities to improve and to
enhance the policy for the mid-rent housing? The first recommendation regards the involvement of
market actors in the development of new policy directions. The respondents emphasized that they
were not allowed to participate more participation could increase the support for the introduction of
new policies. The second recommendation regards the municipal knowledge of the financial effects
of their deployed policy for mid-rent housing and the transparency about the choices that are made.
According to the market actors, more transparency about the choices and the financial effects could
improve the collaboration process. On the other side, however, it must be emphasized that market
actors should also be transparent, which seemed to lack sometimes during collaboration. In order to
increase the transparency and the predictability of the process, the annual agreements could be
implemented (prestatieafspraken) which are already used between the municipality and the housing
associations (VNG, 2017). The last recommendation regards the municipal initiative to make the
acquaintance of market actors, called Development Network Utrecht. Market actors emphasized that
they are not fully open during these meetings. Therefore, it is recommended to invest more in
bilateral relationships between the municipality of Utrecht and market actors.

6.2

Recommendations

This study focused on the barriers and opportunities which market actors experience in housing
development process in the municipality of Utrecht. The barriers that are found in this study could be
improved in order to improve the development process in the municipality. Therefore, this
paragraph discusses the recommendations for the development praxis in the municipality of Utrecht.
Moreover, the research results contribute to the development of theory of mid-rent housing policy.
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From the scientific contribution and the research results, also recommendations are formulated for
further development of the theory.

6.2.1 Praxis
The first recommendation for the development praxis regards the connection between the long-term
duration of spatial developments and the short-term mandate of ‘college of burgemeester en
wethouders’. Respondents in this study seemed to experience that the municipal short-term focus
creates the feeling of uncertainty, due to possible changes in the short-term policy directions. Also
the municipality of Utrecht believes that the short-term focus of four years is problematic for spatial
developments, especially inner-city developments. In the current situation, some market actors
prefer to wait for four years until new policy directions are formulated by ‘college of burgemeester
en wethouders’, which could contribute to further delays of developments of mid-rent dwellings.
Therefore, the recommendation for the development practice is to match the municipal policy
directions with the long-term duration of spatial developments.
The second recommendation for the development praxis regards the current spatial planning system
in the Netherlands. In the Dutch planning practice, market actors have become more active on the
land market since the municipalities deploy more the facilitating land policy approach. In fact, the
precondition in spatial developments is land-ownership (Muñoz Gielen & van der Krabben, 2018). In
the current practice, when a market actor has acquired the land, the following step regards the
request for the change of the land-use plan, which is a municipal responsibility. In the collaboration
process between the market actors and the municipalities, the transparency seemed to lack for the
financial situation and therefore choices are made on behalf of (subjective) assumptions, such as the
residual land value calculation. The recommendation is therefore to negotiate on the possible change
of the land-use before the land has been acquired, because it could increase market actor’s certainty
and the financial risks in spatial developments. Also, the transparency in the collaboration could
increase; as a result the strategically acquisition of land and strategically negotiation process could
play a less important role in spatial planning.
The last recommendation regards to the accessibility of and the use of information and knowledge.
In this study, the collaboration process in the municipality of Utrecht had been studied. Both private
and public market actors seemed to agree on the fact that the use of each other’s sources could be
improved. For example, the insight on and the knowledge of the effects of the raising buildings costs
on spatial projects had been emphasized. Use of each other’s sources could improve the quality of
the plans that are made by the municipality. Also, more information on the effects of a new policy
direction could create more support and understanding. In addition, it could contribute to a wellconsidered justification of the policy directions. Therefore, the recommendation for the
development practice in the municipality of Utrecht is to improve the share of knowledge and
information between the municipality of Utrecht and the market actors. Share of information also
relates to the increase in the transparency between market actors, more effective communication
and mutual understanding in the development process.
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6.2.2 Further research
The scientific contribution in study, as mentioned in paragraph 1.3.2, was gaining more insight in the
collaboration process between market actors in relation to the locational factors for the
development of mid-rent dwellings. This study has revealed several barriers and opportunities, on
the collaboration topic and the location choice topic, which market actors seem to experience in the
development process in the municipality of Utrecht. Also, their experiences and opinions are
examined about the additional policy for mid-rent dwellings, which the municipality of Utrecht had
introduced. These research findings could lead for a better collaboration process, for example more
mutual understanding among market actors, and therefore to more development of mid-rent
dwellings. Although this study has contributed to the existing literature on the collaboration process
and the locational choice, there are several aspects from this study which are interesting for further
contribution to the literature.
The first recommendation for further research regards the financial aspect in spatial developments.
In this study, market actors seemed to experience financial consequences as a result of high land
prices, high building costs and the preconditions that are set to the development of mid-rent
dwellings. As market actors mentioned, the financial calculations are based on assumptions and are
subjective. Although market actors seem to experience financial consequences in spatial
developments, there lacks a scientific research on their financial consequences. More research on
this topic could lead to more transparency in market actors’ financial position. As a result,
municipalities could also be able to make more well-considered choices in their land and housing
policy. More transparency in the financial consequences could make the negotiation process more
efficient, due to fewer negotiations on the financial aspects.
In addition, during this research, several market actors mentioned that more international investors
are operating on the Dutch housing market. According to them, the Dutch housing market is
currently an interesting business opportunity, due to high demand in all housing segments, so
international investors are willing to invest more capital in Dutch dwellings (Capital Value, 2019). The
market actors, however, question whether more involvement of international institutional investors
on the Dutch housing market is desirable. These international oriented investors seem other goals
and interests in real estate; more short-term focus with the aim to exploit the dwellings and resell
these dwellings in a short time. Because there is a high demand for mid-rent dwellings, an interesting
future research could involve international investors’ in the research in order to study their goals,
interests and their collaboration with Dutch municipalities. Such a research could positively
contribute to the possible prejudices and image of international investors, and could lead to more
collaboration and more investments in the Dutch housing market.
The last recommendation for further research regards the difficulties which seem to be experienced
in the collaboration process between institutional investors and housing associations. As mentioned
in the research results, some market actors already collaborate with housing associations, however,
this collaboration seems not to happen naturally. Therefore, it is recommended to examine the
barriers and opportunities which market actors experience in the development process and in the
collaboration process. More collaboration between housing associations and institutional investors
could lead to more development of mid-rent dwellings, and to more supply of dwellings. Research on
these experienced barriers and opportunities is also important, because the regulation for housing
associations’ activities in the mid-rent housing segments (appendix E) is expected to be changed,
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resulting in potential more active role in this housing segment. Research the collaboration between
market actors such as developers and institutional investors and housing associations could
therefore be relevant for the future development process.

6.3

Reflection

This master thesis on the development of mid-rent dwellings was a long process in which several
iterative steps are followed, such the formulation of the research problem, the choice for the
research method, the data collection and analysis and reporting the research findings. During the
research process, the aim was to gather more knowledge on the housing development process and
to conduct an academic research individually; demonstrating the knowledge and the skills learned
during the master Planning, Land and Real Estate Development. During the research process,
however, several limitations have occurred. This paragraph reflects critically on the limitations that
occurred during the research process and provides points for improvement.

6.3.1 Research focus
In the beginning, the researcher experienced difficulties with formulating the research focus. The
reason was that the Real Estate department from the consultancy firm Sweco was more interested in
the locational factors and the characteristics of mid-rent dwellings. Also, the idea had been
mentioned to involve inhabitants and real estate agents into the research. On the other side, the
Area Development department was more interested in spatial planning related topics, for example to
involve the role of the province into the research. These conflicting interests were therefore difficult
to combine in the beginning. In the first place, the research focused on the locational choice for midrent dwellings, concerning the development of a model for locational choice. From the literature
study, however, it seemed that several locational models already existed. Therefore, a more housing
market related topic was introduced, which was also more in line with the course Land and Real
Estate Markets. After several consultations with the supervisors, and the supervisor from the
Radboud University, the housing market had been chosen.
After the choice for the research focus, the choice was made to include the municipality, the
developers and institutional investors as main actors. This choice has been made due to the limited
time and the feasibility of the master thesis. There are, however, several other market actors which
are active in the housing market and which could play a role in the development of mid-rent
dwellings. These market actors were illustrated in figure 4 in paragraph 2.2 (Beuzenberg,
Lustenhouwer & Wassenberg, 2018). From the interviews, however, it seemed that housing
associations are important market actors in the development of mid-rent housing as well. Housing
associations were not included as market actor in the current study, due to the legal limitations of
their activities in the mid-rent segment, referred to as SGEI (Vereniging van Nederlandse Gemeenten,
2017). However, the role of housing associations seemed very important in the mid-rent segment,
especially in housing markets with a high demand such as the municipality of Utrecht. Including
housing associations in the current study would therefore gain a deeper insight in the development
of mid-rent dwellings in the municipality of Utrecht.

6.3.2 Methods
The next step in the research considered the choice for the research methods. The current study
used qualitative research methods with interpretivism as the research philosophy. Market actors
such as developers, institutional investors and the municipality of Utrecht are interviewed about
their visions on and their experience with the development process. According to Scotland (2012),
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actors’ realities are individually constructed through interaction between language and the social
context of the world, which is culturally and socially situated. One of the main characteristics of the
qualitative research approach is the main role of the researcher to understand differences between
humans and to enter their social world to understand their points of view. The researcher has,
however, its own values and beliefs and must therefore be aware of the subjectivism during the data
analysis. The interpretation of the data concerns the credibility (internal validity); the accuracy of
interpretation of the respondents’ meanings and thoughts about the research object (Creswell,
2007). In order to increase the credibility, member checking is applied during interviews as well as
the use of a coding book to structure the coding process (Vennix, 2011). The limitation of this study,
however, is the translation from Dutch into English, which increases the misinterpretation of
respondents’ meanings. Interviews are conducted in Dutch and transcribed in Dutch as well in
ATLAS.ti. The respondents explained their meanings in Dutch, which are translated into English for
the report. The translation of some Dutch sayings and proverbs seemed to be difficult and could not
fully cover the respondents’ opinion. Although the report uses quoting from interviews to illustrate
respondents’ views, there could be some interpretation in the translation process.
The search for respondents was very successful, as almost all approached respondents were very
interested in the mid-rent topic and were willing to participate in the study. These respondents are
interviewed face-to-face by the use of semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured interview uses a
list of themes and some general questions which enables to steer the interview to interesting topics
and enables to use probing to examine the subject in-depth (Vennix, 2011). The flexibility during
interviews was very useful, since respondents have different roles in the development process and
experience other barriers and opportunities in the process. The flexibility of the semi-structured
interviews, however, decreases dependability (reliability) the consistency of the findings, because
every interview may include different aspects of the development process. It could therefore be
difficult to reproduce the research, which is an important aspect in scientific research: conducting
new research on the same subject and the same conditions should lead to similar results (Creswell,
2007). A more standardized interview approach would increase the dependability (reliability). On the
other side, a more standardized interview approach would also be restricted to the questions and
decrease the possibility to gain more in-depth insight by probing.
During interviews, the ethical aspect of privacy and participants’ consent is taken into account
(Vennix, 2011). The researcher made a consent form which was out in the beginning of the
interviews. The participants had to sign the consent which stated that they participated voluntarily in
the research, that the data would be treated confidentially and that the report would be written
anonymously. Also, their permission for the record of the interview was requested. During
interviews, however, there were various reactions from the respondents on the consent form. Some
respondents had the opinion that such a contract was very official and was therefore redundant. As a
result, some respondents refused to sign the consent form. Instead, some respondents preferred a
verbal agreement before the interview. A possible explanation for this occurrence could be the
mandatory character of such consent; respondents may experience that they were binding to
something. Another reason could concern the sensitivity of the information, as respondents share
their barriers and opportunities from their practice (Saunders et al., 2009). In response to this
occurrence, the researcher had made the choice to continue the data collection process by the use of
verbal agreements instead of the consent form. During interviews, the conditions were mentioned in
the introduction part. All in all, the verbal agreements were more applicable and no reactions
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occurred about the research conditions anymore since the verbal introduction was used. In the end,
all respondents agreed verbally to the conditions and agreed to record the interviews. Also, the
permission was given to mention the respondents’ names in the respondents list (appendix A).
The last aspect that must be reflected on regards the analysis of the data. During the research
process, the researcher should aim to be neutral and objective. The researchers’ neutrality and
objectivity refers to the confirmability of qualitative research. As mentioned, participants share their
views, understandings and their meanings of their social reality (Vennix, 2011). It is therefore
important to be aware of the fact that the knowledge is not value free; the researcher has its own
view of the world. In order to increase the confirmability, data triangulation had been used, which is
a characteristic of a case study design (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015). Different types of sources
are used, as well as preparatory interviews with experts. These interviews, helped to test the
knowledge from the (scientific) literature. It was also helpful, because the first interview with Arjan
Bregman did not record due to some technical issues. After the interview, a summary of the
interview had been written. This issue made the researcher more attentive to the method of
recording. Furthermore, the researcher had been transparent about the thoughts and reasoning in
the analysis process. For example, memos are added to the codes in ATLAS.ti to emphasize
interesting statements or questions that arose during the analysis. In the end, also in combination
with potential misinterpretations from the translation process, the data and the research results are
reviewed by an external student. From the review of the data, some misinterpretations and
translations were changed, which present a better description of respondents’ meanings, which
increase the confirmability and the credibility.

6.3.3 Results
The literature on the housing market, the collaboration process and the market actors were relevant
to answer the research questions. The literature enabled the researcher to structure the interview
guides, which were used during semi-structured interviews. The first aspect regarded the
transferability of the research, also referred to as external validity or the generalization (Creswell,
2007). Transferability means to what extent the research results can be applicable to other research
settings, contexts, situations and times. It must be emphasized that the generalization was not the
aim in this study, instead an in-depth insight in the case of the municipality of Utrecht. Although the
research results are specified to the context of the municipality of Utrecht, the research findings such
as the barriers and the opportunities in the collaboration process may be applicable in other
municipalities as well. For example in other municipalities which experience a high demand for midrent dwellings and which consider additional policy for the mid-rent housing segment as well.
Furthermore, the literature on the housing market, locational choice and market actors enabled to
structure the interview guides, which were used during interviews with respondents. Although the
role of the municipality was questioned during interviews, the theory of Ladder of governmental
participation did not seem useful in the research (Raad voor het openbaar bestuur, 2012). The
reason was the open character of the semi-structured interviews; the attention was more on barriers
and opportunities instead of the municipal role. The municipality emphasized a changing role per
project (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018e), which could be another possible alternative explanation why the
theory was not useful in this study. Another theory that was discussed regarded the locational
factors (Schirmer, Axhausen & van Eggermond, 2014). In addition, this study involves the locational
factors which could affect the market actors’ choice for the development of mid-rent dwellings. The
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department of Real Estate, however, was also interested in the preferences which potential
inhabitants have for mid-rent dwellings. Although this study involved some inhabitants as possible
respondents in the beginning, the choice was made to exclude those in this study. The choice was
made because of the time issues. The exclusion of the inhabitants in this study relates to the iterative
character of the research process, in which made choices could change due to several circumstances.
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E.

National rental market policy

The Dutch rental housing market is regulated within the Housing Law (Woningwet). This Housing Law
is the legal framework in which market actors such as housing associations and municipalities must
operate. The law had been implemented in 1901 and had been changed frequently during the years.
The most recent modification in 2015 is linked to the national trend in which national governmental
tasks have been decentralized to more local public bodies; municipalities (Schilder & Scherpenisse,
2018). Next to the already existing rent regulation and housing allowance, municipalities have gained
a new instrument which is called appropriate allocation of housing since 2015 (passend toewijzen)
(Schilder & Scherpenisse, 2018). Housing allowance obliges housing associations to allocate lower
income groups to an appropriate rent level. Furthermore, municipality and housing associations must
arrange in annual agreements (prestatieafspraken). In these annual agreements, on a municipal
level, goals are formulated for the housing development, investments in sustainability and rent price
policy.
Another change in the regulation since 2015 is the distinction between services of general economic
interest (SGEI) (Dienst Algemeen Economisch Belang (DAEB)) and services of non-general economic
interest (non-SGEI) (niet-DAEB). This distinction implies housing associations’ main task providing
affordable housing for the low-income group; development of dwellings, rent of dwellings and the
management and maintenance of social housing. Within the Housing Law, there is a boundary
between the social housing segment and the liberalized private housing segment, which is the rental
price level of € 720,42 in 2019 (liberalisatiegrens). Rental prices under this rental price level belong to
the social housing segment, rental prices above are part of the private rented housing.
Furthermore, the Dutch Housing Law includes a property valuation system which has been used to
determine an appropriate rental level, in specific for social housing dwellings of housing associations.
This property valuation system (Woningwaarderingsstelsel, WWS) uses quality characteristics of
dwellings such as the surface, energy efficiency, number of rooms, surface of outdoor space and
many more (Schilder & Scherpenisse, 2018). The regulation includes a boundary of 145 WWS-points.
Social dwellings with a maximum number of 145 WWS-points belong to the SGEI social housing
segment. Dwellings with a higher number of WWS-points than 145 belong to the non-SGEI.
Concerning the non-SGEI, dwellings within the private rental segment do not contain such a property
valuation system.
Next to this property valuation system, there are important main differences between the social
segment and private rental housing segment which are outlined in in table 8. According to the
Rijksoverheid (n.d.), social housing is more regulated due to regulations in the rent ceiling, the rent
subsidy, the annual price increase and the maximum income boundary for allocation of dwellings.
The rent subsidy depends on the tenants’ age, household composition, income, personal wealth and
the rental price level (Schilder & Scherpenisse, 2018). Furthermore, tenants of social housing can
make use of the Rent Tribunal. The Rent Tribunal is a national independent and impartial agency
which mediates and adjudicates on disputes between tenants and landlords about rental price levels,
maintenance of dwellings and issued concerning the service charges (Government of the
Netherlands, n.d.). Tenants of the private housing are, however, left to the court when disputes of
disagreements between tenants and landlords occur. Furthermore, there is no national regulation for
the private rental housing for aspects such as the annual rental price increase, rent ceiling and no
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rent subsidy in included in this segment. The last characteristic of the private segment is the absence
of minimum income requirements for allocation of private rented housing (Rijksoverheid, n.d.).

Table 8. Income requirements for social housing in 2019 (Woonbond, 2018).

Since these governmental reformations on the social housing market and the owner-occupied
housing market, such as the deduction of taxable income and stricter rules for mortgages, middleincome groups have been experiencing affordability and accessibility issues, the low middle-income
groups in specific (Vlak et al., 2017). To increase lower-income groups’ opportunities on the housing
market, the Dutch government have implemented the temporary 80-10-10 rule (De Groot,
Daalhuizen, Schilder & Tennekes, 2016). The 80-10-10 rule means that housing associations must
allocate 80% of their social housing supply to the lower-income groups. From the remaining 20% of
the social housing supply, 10% may be allocated to lower middle-income groups and 10% may be
allocated to prioritized households with personal, social or other reasons by which these vulnerable
households experience problems in finding a suitable accommodation (van Middelkoop & Schilder,
2017). The national income ranges in the Housing Law for the allocation of lower middle-income
groups in the social housing segment is illustrated in table 9.

Table 9. Characteristics of social and private housing (Rijksoverheid, n.d.).
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F.

Provincial spatial development strategy (PRS) and regulation (PRV)

The province of Utrecht has set ambitions for the regional spatial development until 2040, called
‘Strategie Utrecht 2040’ (Provincie Utrecht, 2011). In collaboration and co-creation with market
actors such as municipalities, companies in the region, universities and societal organisations, four
pillars are formulated which are important for the province. These pillars include a sustainable
environment, the protection of regional qualities, vital villages and cities and dynamic rural areas.
From these pillars, six long-term ambitions are formulated to preserve and to strengthen the
attractiveness of the province (Provincie Utrecht, 2011). These long-term goals include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

a good place for living, working and nature;
with an innovative knowledge-driven economy;
which is accessible by bike, car or public transport in a good environment;
which is climate neutral and climate adaptive;
where all inhabitants are equal at schools, districts and their professions;
with preservation of the quality of nature and landscape.

As a result of these six long-term ambitions, the province has formulated a spatial development
strategy, called the ‘Provinciale Ruimtelijke Structuurvisie’ (PRS). The PRS includes middle long-term
and short-term goals for the implementation and realisation of provincial ambitions (Provincie
Utrecht, 2017a). The PRS emphasizes that sustainable environment and protection of regional
qualities are fundamental for developments of vital villages and cities and dynamic rural areas.
Therefore, the interaction of four pillars has led to two main policy statements:




inner-city developments. The province aims at realisation of two-thirds of the regional
housing supply in the inner-city area, which complies with the current trend of urbanization.
Inner-city developments are the basis for amenities and public transport and decrease the
pressure on rural areas in the province. Furthermore, inner-city developments contribute to
the decrease in vacant office space and retail and the restructure of industrial areas;
preservation and strengthen quality of rural areas. Inner city developments require attractive
and accessible rural areas with high quality landscapes, nature and recreational amenities.
Cultural historical values and agricultural landscapes contribute to the attractiveness of rural
areas.

Housing development is an important goal for the province of Utrecht. Due to the growing
population, the trend of individualisation and the central location of the province in the Netherlands,
the demand for housing is expected to remain high until 2040 (Provincie Utrecht, 2017a). The role of
the mid-rent segment has also been emphasized in the spatial development strategy (PRS). As a
result of the shortage of this segment, residents are not able to flow through between different
housing segments (Provincie Utrecht, 2017a). Therefore, the PRS foresees an indicative development
of 68.000 dwellings until 2028, in all housing segments, aiming at 80% inner-city developments. This
indicative housing development must comply with the national policy for the ladder for sustainable
development and other national policies from the national spatial strategy (Provincie Utrecht, 2017a;
Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu. 2012). Figure 34 illustrates the indicated locations for
provincial inner-city housing development (red), referred to as ‘rode contouren’ in Dutch. Moreover,
the outer-city locations are outlined (circles) which are marked as possible locations for housing
development supply in the future (uitleglocatie).
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Figure 34. Locations for housing in province of Utrecht (Ruimtelijkeplannen.nl, n.d.).

In the national spatial development strategy (PRS), the role of provinces has been defined. According
to Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu (2012), provinces play a connecting role on (inter)regional
level for development of integral spatial visions. Furthermore, provinces consider and synchronize
interests in the province and play an active role in solving financial and administrative barriers
(Provincie Utrecht, 2017a). Moreover, provinces are responsible for the balance between the level of
urbanization and the green space on a regional level. Complying with these responsibilities, the
province of Utrecht has chosen for a strategy in which the focus is on the local level. The province
applies a reduction of their controlling role, increase in the flexibility of developments, increase in
transparency and reduction of administrative and procedural time-consuming activities.
Although the province of Utrecht deploys a facilitating and stimulating approach for custom and
tailored made agreements between market actors, by using provincial (financial) means, capacity and
expertise, qualitative preconditions are formulated to create consistency in spatial developments on
provincial level. In the Provinciale Ruimtelijke Verordening (PRV), spatial planning regulation is
formulated where all municipalities in the province must comply with in their land-use plans
(Provincie Utrecht, 2017b). The first set of rules form the PRV includes general rules for the whole
provincial area, such as land-use preconditions for mobility, landscapes and rural areas that are
subject of flooding. The second set of rules includes land-use preconditions for rural areas;
agricultural companies, greenhouses, Natuurnetwerk Nederland and sanctuaries. Furthermore, rules
are included for rural areas in which housing development is forbidden or allowed due to several
exceptions. The last set of rules includes preconditions for industrial areas, office spaces and retail in
the city center (Provincie Utrecht, 2017b).
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G.

Actie agenda woningmarkt

According to Stec Groep (2019), the provincial housing market can be characterized by a high inflow
of on the housing market, a changing demography, an unsatisfactory number of development plans,
an overheated owner-occupied market and accessibility problems for lower-income and middleincome groups. As a result of the study of Stec Groep (2019), the province of Utrecht has initiated a
platform called ‘Actie Agenda Woningmarkt 2018 – 2021’ (Provincie Utrecht, 2017c). In this platform,
in collaboration and co-creation with housing market actors, the province aims at accelerating the
production of housing, increasing the rental housing segment and increasing the flow through
between different housing segments. To create a more balanced housing market in the province, six
ambitions are formulated in the Actie Agenda Woningmarkt (Provincie Utrecht, 2017c):







increase in housing development;
accelerating of the planned capacity;
transformation or demolition and rebuilding of 1.750 dwellings;
more realisation of social housing and increased chances to find a dwelling for home
seekers;
realisation of 7.000 dwellings in the mid-rent segment;
increased flow through in the provincial housing market.

The first ambition aims at increasing the annual production of housing; an annual increase of 7000
dwellings in the inner-city area. The second ambition aims at increasing the planned capacity, it
concerns the transition of potential development plans such as (zachte plancapaciteit) into plans that
are established and approved by the government (harde plancapaciteit). The third ambition is to
realize 1.750 dwellings in the already existing real estate assets in the city center by transformation
or by demolition and reconstruction. The fourth ambition concerns the social housing; realization of
more social dwellings and increase in tenants’ chances to find a social dwelling. The fifth ambition
concerns the mid-rent housing. According to the Actie Agenda Woningmarkt 2018 - 2021, a
development of 7.000 dwellings in the mid-rent housing segment is needed. Although the demand is
high in the province, the development plans only provide in the development of 2.500 mid-rent
dwellings (Provincie Utrecht, 2017c). The mid-rent housing segment is also essential for the last
ambition; increasing the flow through between different housing markets.
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